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T

his year is considered as the
Centenary year of Civil Aviation in
India. Ministry of Civil Aviation is
planning year-long centenary celebration
throughout 2011-12 to recognise and
highlight the contribution of Civil Aviation in
nation building, highlighting the country’s
achievements in Civil Aviation and also the
potential growth and business opportunities.
The national level celebration was
inaugurated by the Hon’ble Minister for Civil
Aviation Shri.Vayalar Ravi on 18th February in New Delhi. Various Aerospace
organizations, Airports and Airlines are planning Regional Celebrations
of the Centenary of Civil Aviation, organizing seminars and exhibitions
under the patronage of Ministry of Civil Aviation. The first regional level
celebration will start at Cochin Airport in the second week of June.
India has witnessed enormous growth in all respects of Civil Aviation and
as a result, the country is the 9th largest Civil Aviation market in the world.
The Military Aviation is also growing substantially. Government of India has
introduced Offset clause in both Defence procurement and Commercial
Aircraft procurement to encourage collaborations between India and
Overseas companies and make use of the growing Indian aerospace and
Defence market. “Growth through partnership” is the motto of SIATI.
Many Indian private sector industries have, over the years developed
manufacturing as well as R&D capability in Aerospace and Defence
materials, components, equipments and systems, working closely with
Indian Aerospace Industry and R&D organizations. SIATI has conducted
several Seminars and B to B meetings to facilitate collaborations between
Indian and overseas companies. “Strategies for Offset Implementation”,
“Role of MSMEs in Aerospace and Defence” are recent Seminars. SIATI is
a partner organisation for the Strategic Electronics Summit 2011 being
organised by Electronic Industries Association (ELCINA) during the last
week of June in Bangalore.
The Paris Airshow, one of the biggest in the world with more than 2000
exhibitors, is an ideal opportunity for Indian Aerospace companies to
enhance their business and explore new opportunities by finding new
partners and collaborations .The Society of Indian Aerospace Technologies
and Industries (SIATI) is leading an Indian Industry delegation of aerospace
companies for the Paris Air Show. Major Indian Aerospace Organisations
including HAL, BEL, BEML and a large number of private sector companies
are participating / visiting this exhibition.
I would request all the member companies and organisations to take
advantage of these exhibitions and wish all of them success in enhancing
their business and exploring new opportunities.
Warmly,

Dr CG Krishnadas Nair
Honorary Chief Editor, AeroMag Asia
Honorary President, SIATI

Printed and Published by Sunny Jerome, Managing Editor, Aeromag Asia, Aerosun Media Pvt. Ltd. B-2, SAPPHIRE, 1 st Block, 3 rd Street, 2nd Cross,
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India asks Dassault, Eurofighter
to hold price bids till year-end

I

ndia has asked Dassault SA and
Eurofighter GmbH to hold their price
bids the country’s USD 10.4 billion
tender for 126 medium range multi-role
combat aircraft (MMRCA) until the end of
the year.
The deal is expected to be signed by
March 2012.
The commercial bids for MMRCA, which
will address Indian Air Force’s long-standing
demand of replenishing its combat aircraft
inventory, are expected to be opened
shortly.
The tender saw participation from six
global fighter aircraft manufacturing
companies -- Lockheed Martin and Boeing
from America, MiG RCA from Russia,
Saab Gripen from Sweden, Eurofighter, a
European consortium and Dassault from
France.
A long-winded technical and field
evaluation process has seen the shortlist
whittled down to two contestants –Dassault
and Eurofighter.
The opening of the commercial bids
would reveal the lowest bidder and allow
commercial negotiations to commence.
Reports suggest that though Dassault
may boast of low costs, Eurofighter’s offer of

industrial partnership may turn out to be a
game changer.
Both US bids for the contract lost because
of technical faults - not US export control
policies or corruption in New Dehli, reports
said.
The IAF selected the Dassault Rafale and
the Eurofighter Typhoon as finalists for the
MMRCA, and excluded the other contenders
-- the Boeing F/A-18E/F and the Lockheed
Martin F-16 - as well as the Saab Gripen and
MiG-35.
Nidhi Goyal, Director, Deloitte in India,
said: “In a Medium Multi-role combat
aircraft (MMRCA) deal for the supply of 126
state-of-the-art fighter jets to the Indian Air
Force, the selected supplier would require to
meet offset obligation of 50% of the foreign
exchange component of the value of the
total deal of USD 10.8 billion. Out of which
an estimated offset business to an extent of
USD 4 billion is likely to be generated for the
Indian industry. It is expected to stimulate
growth in the Indian defence industry which
should be able to absorb the cutting edge
technologies to acquire domain expertise
in aerospace manufacturing and defence
electronics. The Indian industry would also
get an opportunity to tie up with defence

public sector undertaking in order to
build robust independent private defence
industry which will eventually substitute
imports. Further, with other big ticket
procurements such as maritime aircrafts,
helicopters, sea-hawks, anti-submarine
warfare in military aerospace segment,
business for the Indian industry atleast to
the tune of USD 8 billion is likely to flow over
a period of 5-10 years.”
The proposals from the contenders were
first technically evaluated by a professional
team to check for compliance with IAF’s
operational requirements and other RFP
conditions. Extensive field trials were then
carried out to evaluate the performance.
Finally, the commercial proposal of the
vendors, short-listed after technical and field
evaluations, were examined and compared.
The aircraft are likely to be in service
for over 40 years. The vendors are
required to provide a life time support
and performance based warranty for
the aircraft. Ministry of Defence officials
have confirmed that great care has been
taken to ensure that only determinable
factors, which do not lend themselves
to any subjectivity, are included in the
commercial selection model.
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BEL Eyeing
Rs 10,000 cr
worth of further
orders this year

Excerpts from an exclusive interview
with Chairman and Managing Director of
Bharat Electronics Limited,
Ashwani Kumar Datt.

Growth drivers in 2011-12
Basically in our case the growth would
come in from our areas of business in
Radar, Naval Systems, weapon systems like
Akash missile weapon system and Night
Vision devices. These would be the main
areas which constitute the turnover. In
some cases we are having some strategic
products where BEL is single random case
but in many cases these contracts are
obtained after competing with companies
in India and abroad and that would be
more and more the trend now. In most of
the times in a few years we have to get a
contract to proving ourselves beyond
technically we are superior and also
commercially we are the least cost device.
Scene on the export front
Last Year we have done about 76%
growth, the exact value is 23 million US
dollars.
Now we have 60 million USD
exports in which 40 million US dollars
for Offsets. We would try to increase
our revenues from exports which
include offsets this year and it should be
somewhere around 30 million US dollars
this year.
Exports, in this type business, would
always be challenging. Each customer
would demand the best in the world,
at the same time at the lowest possible
price. Now as the world market today
has over-capacity in the field in which BEL
operates, the competition would always
be stiff. We are also having disadvantages
relatively coming. Additionally, India does
have an issue of delays in getting suitable
components and subsystems from abroad
as this sector has not developed in our
country. There are also issues concerning
finance to export.
We need to focus on increasing our
export. I think that a great opportunity
will come in terms of very large offsets.
We would continue to grow our export
business.
Today BEL is poised for accelerated
growth and we are aligning our business
process and human resource competence
for meeting the challenges that may
present themselves while we target greater
growth. We will continue to improve in all
possible ways to increase the value for
our most valuable customers. This will
be supplemented by growth in selected
areas of certain business. We have a target
of minimum 15% CAGR for the next ten
years.

requirements and over all, what we are
trying to do is that all nine units should
do better than they have done last year
and this should continue to be remain
profitable individually.

Order book
We ended up this year increasing our
order book from Rs 11,300 crores from
1st April 2010 to about Rs 23,400 crores
by 31st March this year. We will be trying
this year again to get further order of Rs
10,000 crores.
Expanding manufacturing capacity
What we have done is we have studied

almost amounts to the creation of four
new factories in a time frame of two to
three years.
Performance of BEL’s various business
units
We have nine units and within these
nine units we have 17 SBUs (strategic
business units). BEL’s strategy is for specific
customer, we try to concentrate on doing
work in a particular SBU. For example,
Naval Systems are done in Bangalore,
similarly in Ghaziabad. We have got a
good order book in Bangalore as a whole
and in Bangalore we got substantial
order in military radar group and also for
military communication group.
Now Ghaziabad also got good order
book. So they would be major contributer
in the turnover. Panchkula, Pune, Navi
Mumbai and Chennai have relatively
moderate order book and we hope
that compare to its size we would have
enough work to do. In case of Hyderabad
and Machilipatnam for electronic warfare
and night vision device, respectively, we
have got good order book. The two other
factories that is in Pune and Navi Mumbai
we can do larger number of customer

On diversification, pursuing new
opportunities
We are diversifying into avionics in
a big manner. We are also trying to
succeed in getting into (nuclear power)
instrumentation for this station and we
hope that this business will be done within
two years and more and more plans are
getting into shape. BEL is also looking for
some new areas of civil products including
handheld computer terminal, census work
and devices and as a consortium leader
BEL would do much larger volume of data
collection.
BEL’s outsourcing policy
We have a policy that we would do
something which cannot be done by
other small industry. BEL has in each
location developed many private factories
of various types. BEL is becoming more
and more designer and supplier of
systems. The strategy is to have more
and more participation in Indian private
industries towards BEL’s projects. So, we
expect that outsourcing from private
industry will continue to increase and
also BEL requirements in terms of quality
cost and delivery. So they would invest in
some basic abilities for development of
some system as well as quality assurance
and the subsystem norms required for
military application. BEL would like to be
the driver especially in things of strategic
importance and at the same time, we
will continue to work suitably with the
industry.

all our nine locations of factories and have
analysed the facilities available or the
infrastructure available. So every year we
are spending at least Rs 150-200 crores
either in terms of building or in terms of
infrastructure. Projects like Akash missile
and projects like Radar systems, we are
assigning these projects and at the same
time whatever needs to be initiated for
the expansion of facilities that is being
done every year. We are in the process
of in fact creating more factories and it
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Prithvi (P-II) missile
successfully launched

New aviation policy
on the anvil in Kerala

T

I

ndia’s surface to surface Prithvi (P-II)
missile was successfully flight tested
recently from Launch Complex-III,
ITR Chandipur, Balasore District, Orissa.
The Launch was carried out as part
of the regular training exercise of the
Armed Forces.
Prithvi-II, the first indigenous surface
to surface strategic missile, capable of
attacking targets at ranges of 350 kms,
reached the predefined target in the
Bay of Bengal with a very high accuracy
of better than 10 metres.
All the Radars, Electro optical systems
located along the coast have tracked
and monitored the Missile throughout
the flight path. An Indian Naval ship
located near the target witnessed the
final event. The entire launch operations
of the Missile were carried by the Armed
Forces, monitored by the Scientists of
DRDO. The flight test of the Prithvi-II
met all the Mission objectives and was
like a text book launch.
Dr. V.K. Saraswat, Scientific Adviser to
Raksha Mantri and Secretary Defence
R & D, witnessed the launch operations
and congratulated the Armed Forces
and Scientists for the successful flight
test. V L N Rao, Programme Director
AD, S K Ray, Director RCI, top officials of
Strategic Force Command and DRDO
were present during the mission.

he new United
Democratic Front
government
in
Kerala has decided to
speed up the work of
the proposed Kannur
International
Airport
project by handing over
the acquired land to the
KIAL, the airport company,
within the next 100 days.
So far 1200 acres of land
was acquired through
KINFRA, a government
agency. The land was
acquired
through
the bank loan with
government guarantee. Kannur is the
fourth International Airport in Kerala and
it is the second Airport in the state in PPP
model.
The 49 % of the equity of the new Kannur
Airport will be from the private sector.
According to Mr K Babu, Minster for Ports

and Airports, Government
has received an offer of
Rs 175 crore from Non
Resident Keralites for
share in the new Airport
company.
The government share
percentage also will be
fixed within the next three
months, he said. Private
share holding pattern
also will be decided
soon. The environmental
impact assessment for
the proposed Kannur
International Airport will
be done by Centre for
Earth Science Studies (CESS).
Earlier a US company was appointed as
the consultant for preparing the master
plan of the new airport and the order
was cancelled later by the previous
government. So the new consultant will
be decided within the next three months.

Develop credible ballistic
missile defence: Antony

D

efence Minister A.K. Antony has
asked the DRDO to prioritise the
development of 5,000-km range
ballistic missile while building a credible
missile defence system for the country.
He also congratulated the Defence
Research and Development Organisation
for developing the interceptor missile
allowing India to join an elite club of nations
possessing such advance technology.
“DRDO must demonstrate the capability
to develop missiles of the range of 5,000
km at the earliest. This is a challenge for the
DRDO and I hope they will successfully meet
this challenge at the earliest,” he said in New
Delhi. Antony was addressing a gathering
of defence scientists who received the
DRDO’s annual award for excelling in their
respective areas.
“The
interceptor
missile
defence
programme has taken India into the elite
club of nations that possess the capability to
demonstrate this technology. DRDO should
now concentrate on developing a credible
ballistic missile defence for the country,” he

added.
He also asked DRDO scientists to focus on
the development of Mark II version of the
Main Battle Tank (MBT) Arjun for the Indian
Army and the Kaveri Engine.
“The development of MBT Arjun and Kaveri
Engine has been hit by delays. Development
of MBT Arjun is a major milestone. But Mark II
is another area of challenge. That challenge
you have to meet,” he told the gathering.
Mr. Antony also asked the DRDO and the
Indian Air Force to ensure on schedule the
induction of the indigenous Light Combat
Aircraft Tejas into the force.
“After getting the Initial Operational
Clearance (IOC) for the LCA Tejas, we are
moving towards its Final Operational
Clearance (FOC). I am sure DRDO and IAF will
work together to deliver Tejas on schedule,”
he said. He added that the delays in the
development of indigenous engine for the
fighter jets had given more time for the
induction of the LCA and the Advanced
Medium Combat Aircraft (AMCA) for the
IAF.

India firms up Regional
Transport Aircraft
I

ndia plans to develop a regional
transport aircraft with an estimated
cost of Rs 7555 crore, in its mission
to become a global player in civil
aeronautics.
“We will support it fully”, Union Minister
of State for Science and Technology,
Ashwani Kumar, said. “We need to have
this aircraft. In fact, I wish we had this
aircraft many years ago”.
Bangalore-based National Aerospace
Laboratories (NAL), under the Council for
Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR),
has just completed a feasibility study on
design and development of a national civil
aircraft for regional connectivity under the
guidance of a High Powered Committee,
chaired by former ISRO Chairman G
Madhavan Nair. The aircraft would help to
connect Tier-II and Tier-III cities with the
major metros, thereby boosting inclusive

economic growth of India.
The feasibility report concluded that
there is a market potential for a 70-to100 seat regional transport aircraft. The
baseline design is a 90-seat twin turbofan
engine powered aircraft.
The estimated cost of the project is Rs
7,555 crore (design and development
phase Rs 4,355 crore, and series
production phase 3,200 crore).
Nair said while Rs 4355 crore would
come from the Government, Rs 3,200
crore is expected to be raised through
joint
participation
with
private
industries.
The development phase is expected to
be completed in six years with certification
of the aircraft. The series production phase
would run concurrently commencing at
three years after launch with delivery of
first batch of five aircraft in seven years

after the launch and reaching a maximum
targeted production rate of 36 aircraft
four years thereafter.
The development of this programme is of
strategic interest as it would have several
spin-off benefits across the country.
These benefits include development
of ancillary units, SMEs and service
industries in the aerospace sector
thereby contributing to the economy
and employment generation, both direct
and indirect, and building technological
capabilities in the country and competitive
edge in the global arena enabling the
country to be a global player in civil
aeronautics.
Kumar said there is “almost cartel” like
situation in this area, adding, what India
needs is a good, world class product
comparable in safety and fuel efficiency
and other parameters.
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The year 2011-12
is full of promise
and challenges for
Bharat Electronics
Limited (BEL).

T

he opening up of defence sector to
private participation has intensified
competition, while the Defence
Procurement Policy 2011 and Defence
Production Policy 2011 encourage
indigenous design and manufacture of
defence products.
In this scenario, BEL is giving renewed
thrust
to
in-house
development,
bridging gaps in critical technologies
and enhancing HR competencies. The
company has strengthened its in-house
R&D and is working closely with DRDO labs
to introduce new products and systems
and consolidate its leadership position.
BEL is also looking at diversifying into new
areas of defence and civil segments for
future growth.
This year, the company will work on
strategically important projects such as
Battlefield Surveillance System, Command
Information & Decision Support System,
Akash Weapon System for the Indian
Army, Lightweight Portable Radar and
EW systems. BEL is aiming to achieve
increased growth in Offset business
and exports. With these initiatives, the
company is aiming to reach a turnover of
Rs. 6,200 crores during 2011-12.
In 2010-11, sales turnover has increased
to Rs.5,561.03 crores (unaudited) from
Rs.5,220 crores in 2009-10, a growth of
6.53%. The Profit Before Tax (unaudited) is
Rs.1,124.15 crores as against Rs.1,045 crores
in 2009-10. The Net Profit is Rs.804.33
crores. Exports turnover has registered a
growth of 77% from US $ 23.65 million in
2009-10 to US $41.89 million during 201011. BEL’s order book grew from Rs.11,350
crores to Rs.23,600 crores during the year.
Supplies to the defence contributed
to 80% of turnover. The turnover from
indigenously developed products is 78%.
All nine Units of BEL continued to achieve
profits. BEL paid a total dividend of 192%
for 2009-10. BEL has paid 60% interim
dividend to its shareholders for 2010-11.
This is the 7th consecutive year of interim
dividend payment.

BEL
giving renewed

thrust to in-house
development

Systems, Shipborne Electronic Warfare
System,
Integrated
Communication
Network System for ships, Mobile
Radar band Electronic Intelligence
System, Handheld UHF Radios, Secure
Communication Network, Passive Night
Vision Weapon Sight and Doppler
Weather Radar. Among the many projects
executed during the year, the following
merit special attention:
Artillery Combat Command Control
System
The system automates artillery functions
with the use of latest technologies such
as Tactical Computers integrated with
communication capabilities, Geographical
Information System (GIS) and Global
Positioning System (GPS) to achieve
quick and accurate fire. The system has
been developed by BEL with indigenous
technology and DRDO.

It is a ground surveillance and acquisition
radar capable of automatically detecting
and displaying diverse moving targets
such as pedestrians, vehicles, tanks,
low-flying helicopters, etc. It supports
artillery units by locating shell bursts and
providing fire correction data.
RAWL 02 Mk III
It is a long range surveillance radar
operating in D band. It is designed for
use onboard large and medium Naval
ships and for shore establishments
and provides long-range air warning
and target detection. It has stabilised
hydraulic-driven antenna platforms.

ADC&RS is a Command & Control system
for integration of various radars and other
Army systems for Air Defence. It has been
developed by DRDO and engineered by
BEL with indigenous technology.
Advanced Naval Gun Fire Control
System (LYNX U-1)
This state-of-the-art system has been
developed by BEL to be installed onboard
the P-28 class of ships for short/medium
range Gun Fire Control using 3-axis
stabilised, high accuracy X-band tracking
radar and electro optic tracking system.
Doppler Weather Radar
It is an S-band radar, meant for long-

Surveillance Radar Element
It is an S band Air Traffic Control Radar
suited for Terminal Control applications
with a range of 130 km. It is a fully solid
state modular transmitter with integrated
IFF. It detects and automatically tracks
a large number of aircraft within Local
Flying Area under all weather conditions
and is configured for high availability.
3-D Central Acquisition Radar
(Rohini)
It is a 3-D surveillance radar in S band. It
has an integrated IFF (Identify Friend or
Foe) with co-mounted antenna and has
been developed jointly with LRDE for the
Indian Air Force.

Union Defence Minister, Mr A K Antony,
inaugurated BEL’s Product Support
Centre at Kalamassery in Kochi, Kerala,
earlier this year. The Centre has been set
up to provide waterfront support for the
Southern Naval Command and to support
outsourcing of Naval system projects to
BEL’s outsourcing partner, KELTRON.
It is also envisaged to co-ordinate
equipment supply and support to the
Air Defence Ship Project at Cochin
Shipyard Limited and to support Sonar
development projects at the National
Physical & Oceanographic Laboratory
(NPOL), Kochi, a DRDO lab.
Dr V K Saraswat, Scientific Advisor to
Defence Minister, inaugurated a modern
D&E facility at BEL’s Hyderabad Unit
during the year. The facility is equipped

with Embedded Systems Lab, Software
Development
Lab,
Communication
systems and integration labs, Video
Conferencing, etc.
Four numbers of India’s first wholly
indigenous Nuclear, Biological and
Chemical (NBC) Recce Vehicles, designed
and developed by DRDO and integrated
with NBC instruments at BEL’s Pune Unit,
were handed over to the Indian Army.
The NBC Recce Vehicle surveys, detects,
identifies and marks areas of radiological
and chemical contamination.
Some of the significant orders executed
during the year include supply of 3-D
Central Acquisition Radar (Rohini),
Surveillance Radar Element, Artillery
Combat Command Control System,
Battle Field Surveillance Radar, Fire Control

Combat Net Radio
It is a VHF Frequency Hopping
communication radio, fitted in Armoured
vehicle. It has been developed with
indigenous technology by DRDO and
engineered by BEL.

Ground Based Mobile ELINT
An Electronic Intelligence Gathering
System (Radar band) used during peace
time. The system has location-fixing and
Radar Finger Printing capability.

VPS Mk III
It is a UHF Handheld Radio, compact
and light-weight, with built-in High Grade
Digital Secrecy. Interface is provided
for handset/ headgear and Crypto key
loading. The operator interface is userfriendly with minimum number of
controls. The radio set is provided with
various types of antennae for use in
different types of terrains, ranges and
roles.

Composite Communication System CCS Mk III
It is the newly developed system
providing
internal
and
external
communications for Naval ships. It is
based on ATM (Asynchronous Transfer
Mode) technology with an interface to
the ship’s ATM backbone (AISDN). It has
been developed by BEL with indigenous
technology.
Naval Heliborne ESM system: It is a
lightweight ESM system for helicopters
of the Navy. It has higher threat-handling
capability and improved DF accuracy.
It has been developed by BEL with
indigenous technology.

Battle Field Surveillance Radar –
Medium Range (BFSR-MR) with Mast:

Air Defence Control & Reporting
System

range weather surveillance (up to 500 km).
It can forecast storms, cyclones and other
severe weather conditions. It uses Pulse
Doppler techniques for accuracy and has
been developed as a national initiative
involving IMD, ISRO and BEL.
New Products
Prominent among the new products
introduced and supplied during 2010-11
is the Akash Missile System - it is the first
time that BEL is executing such a system.
The other new products supplied
include Advanced New Generation Hull
Mounted Sonar, Mobile Communication
Terminal, Hand Held Thermal Imager,
Semi-Ruggedised Automatic Exchange,
Instant Fire Detection & Suppression
System, Surveillance Jammer Vehicle,
Communication Jammer, ATM-based
Integrated Ship Data Network, Combat
Management System, Laser Seeker,
HF Transreceiver, Panoramic Surveillance
System and Gap Measuring Device
Mk III.
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India and Germany hold huge
potential for cooperation

T

here is very high potential for business cooperation
between India and Germany, especially in the areas of
infrastructure, environment and dual system of training.
This was the underlying theme of the deliberations that took
place between Indian and German CEOs during the visit of
German Chancellor Angela Merkel to India recently.
On the occasion of the visit of Chancellor Merkel, the
Confederation of Indian Industry (CII), along with the IndoGerman Chamber of Commerce (IGCC) and other industry
associations, organised a CEOs’ Roundtable ‘Germany and India
2011-12, Infinite Opportunities’ in New Delhi. A high-level German
CEOs’ delegation accompanied Chancellor Merkel to India.
In his welcome remarks, B. Muthuraman, President of CII
and Vice-Chairman of TATA Steel said India and Germany are
important partners on the international stage. He pointed out
that more and more Indian companies are acquiring high-quality
German technology to meet their growing needs. Germany is
one of the most preferred investment destinations for Indian
companies, especially in automotives, pharmaceuticals, electrical
equipment, he added. Muthuraman called for greater German
investments into India, increased technological exchange and
cooperation in consultancy and advisory services as the potential
areas for deepening bilateral economic engagement between

The President of India , Smt. Pratibha Devisingh Patil confers
Jawaharlal Nehru Award for International Understanding for
the year 2009 to the German Chancellor, Ms. Angela Merkel, at
Rashtrapati Bhavan, in New Delhi . The President, Indian Council
of Cultural Relation, Dr. Karan Singh is also seen
the two countries. He also expressed hope that the private sector
deliberations will provide impetus to enhance Indo-German
engagement to its full potential.
Prof. Hans-Peter Keitel, President of the Federation of German
Industries (BDI) who moderated the session, said India and
Germany are leading economies in their regions and Germany is
a top global exporter. Both countries have high mutual respect
based on historical cultural understanding and shared interests.
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Achievements
galore at

DRDO

Many significant achievements have
been made by DRDO during the
recent past.

M

any important systems were
inducted/accepted by the
services.
The production
value of systems based on technologies
developed by DRDO (inducted/accepted/
orders placed during the past one decade
is well over Rs 1,10,000 crores)
Agni, the 3500 km range ballistic missile
was successfully launched with user’s
participation.
Training flights were held by the users for
various missiles that are already inducted.
These included two flight tests each of
Agni – I, Agni – II and Dhanush (from naval
ships) and five flights of Prithvi II (P– II).
Mega orders
Orders worth over Rs. 25000 crores for
surface-to-air missile- AKASH have been

placed by the users. These include 8
squadron for IAF and 2 regiments for the
Army.
Successful flight tests of EndoAtmospheric Interceptor for 2000 km class
target were carried out. Each flight led
to a direct target hit and disintegration
of the target. Capabilities of NAG, the
third generation anti-tank missile, which
is a vehicle mounted system, were
demonstrated in a series of user trials.
Advanced
versions
of
BrahMos
supersonic cruise missile, the only one
of its kind in the world, were developed
and flight-tested. Thus, BrahMos block
II with target discrimination precision
strike capabilities was test-fired. Similarly,
BrahMos block III with capability for
steep diving from high altitudes and

In tune with changing war of scenario,
major thrust has been given to develop
Unmanned
Aerial
Vehicle
(UAV).
Successful flight trials of RUSTAM-1, a UAV
with endurance of 14 hours and altitude
ceiling of 8,000 metres demonstrated
the capabilities for automated / remotely
piloted landing/ take-off and associated
technologies.
NISHANT, another UAV developed by
DRDO was ready for induction by the
Army. A medium sized aerostat based
platform was developed for surveillance
applications.
A novel method was
developed and flight-tested for an in-flight
structural monitoring of the manned as
well as unmanned aircraft structures. The
scheme was flight tested on a NISHANT
high maneuvers at multiple points during
supersonic flight.
Advanced technologies
Development of advanced missile
systems is a continuous effort and requires
systematic development of more and
more advanced technologies. RLG based
Inertial Navigation System was developed,
qualified and tested. Active Radar Seeker
for advanced missions was developed.
A Fibre Optics Gyro was successfully
developed and tested on board.
In the area of Aeronautics, Tejas, the
Light Combat Aircraft (LCA) concluded its
extensive flight tests including weapon
trials, dropping of bombs, jettisoning
drop tanks and night flights; leading to its
Initial Operational Clearance (IOC) on 10th
January, 2011.
Over 1640 flights covering a period of
over 969 hours have been completed by
Tejas Mark 01.
The first prototype of LCA Navy was The Defence Minister, Shri A. K. Antony presenting the DRDO Technology Award for
rolled out and its induction tests were the year 2010 to the Director, Defence Laboratory, Jodhpur, Dr. Narendra Kumar, in
concluded.
New Delhi . The Scientific Advisor to the Raksha Mantri and Director General Defence
Research, Dr. V.K. Saraswat and the Chief Controller (R&D) - Life Sciences and International
Thrust on UAV
Cooperation, Dr. W. Selvamurthy are also seen.
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UAV.
Besides, over 100 test flights of a 3,000
gram Micro Aerial Vehicle (MAV) designed
and developed by DRDO were carried
out. A Laser Seeker Kit – ‘SUDARSHAN’,
for 1,000 pound bombs was developed
and initial demand for significant number
of seekers kits has been received from the
users.
Major milestones in the indigenous
development of fighter aircraft engine
was achieved with the completion
of “Official Altitude Testing” (OAT) of
Kaveri Gas Turbine Engine for simulated
operating conditions.
Kaveri engine
Subsequently, the flights of Kaveri
engine were successfully carried out
on a Flying Test Bed (FTB) proving the
technological capability and maturity of
the indigenous efforts. This is the first
time that an indigenously developed
gas turbine engine for fighter aircraft has
been flown on a FTB board.
DRDO has developed expertise in the
field of testing and certification for various
components sub-systems and systems
as well as complete airborne platforms.
Thus, Initial Operational Clearance of LCA
and Advanced Light Helicopter MK – III
were major activities in this
area.
Advanced Activecum-Passive
integrated
sonar

system HUMSA NG was designed,
developed and installed on various ships
of Indian Navy. Autonomous Underwater
Vehicle (AUV) capable of navigation was
demonstrated at sea. A Carbon Dioxide
Curtailment System for submarines was
designed and developed. The system has
been accepted by the user.
SANJEEVANI MK II, a device designed
and developed to locate victims trapped
under the debris was handed over to
National Disaster Management Authority
(NDMA) and Kerala Govt. Fire Services.
Rocket facility
An advanced facility was created
to undertake full scale processing of
large Rocket motors. The facility was
commissioned and the casting of various
motors commenced. Development of
PINAKA – Multi Barrel Rocket Launcher
System was achieved with the successful
transfer of technology to production
agencies, two regiments of PINAKA (worth
Rs 1300 crore) have been raised by Army
which is likely to place orders for another
two regiments.
The Transfer of Technology (ToT)
for multimode grenade was
completed, for which
Army

has
placed an
order for 10
lakh
grenades.
Under Barrel Grenade
Launcher (UBGL) for
INSAS and AK-47 rifle was
introduced into service with
order for 10,000 Launchers.
The
state-of-the-art
microcontroller
based
system
Instant Fire Detection & Suppression
System (IFDSS) BMP-2/2K developed

for providing protection against fire to
the troops & engine compartment, was
accepted by the Army. Production order
worth Rs. 168 crores has been received.
MBT Arjun Mark I was successfully
inducted in the Army and two regiments
of Arjun Main Battle Tank have been
raised. A Carrier Command Post Tracked
(CCPT) vehicle was accepted by the Army
for induction. A modified Armoured
Amphibious Dozer (AAD) completed its
user trials.
Remotely operated vehicle
User trials of remotely operated vehicle
(ROV DAKSH) were successfully carried
out and LSP order for 20 numbers
is being executed. Design of Snow
Gallery for protection of personnel and
equipment from avalanches and design
of Instrumented Composite Tower for
studies on avalanches were completed.
In the field of electronics and electrooptics, many systems were inducted/
accepted by the services. 3D medium
range surveillance radar - ROHINI and
its naval variant REVATHI were inducted.
3D low-level light weight radar - Aslesha
(for IAF) as well as Bharani (for Army) was
accepted by the user.
The engineered version of upgraded
Weapon Locating Radar (WLR – Swathi)
developed by DRDO was realised by
the production agency. The electronic
warfare system SAMYUKTA (naval
variant) and SUJAV

were
inducted.
Orders
have been
received for
the Combat Net Radio (CNR) with
anti-jamming features. A holographic
sight for rifles/carbines was developed for
aiming in closed quarter battle role and
was accepted by the users.
Man behind machine
Even with the most advanced weapon
systems, the man behind machine is the
most crucial factor in winning the war.
The Life Sciences laboratories of DRDO
continued to develop technology to
maximise the operational efficiency of our
soldiers and provide them with adequate
support and protection. Some of the
major achievements are highlighted.
Three mobile laboratories for nuclear,

biological and chemical defence were
handed over to the user and rigorous
training was imparted to them. An
upgraded first-aid kit for protection
against chemical and biological agents as
well as the nuclear radiation was accepted
by the services.
Technology for producing DRDO
developed kits for detection of swine flu
was transferred to the production agency.
The Combat Free Fall (CFF) protection
system to meet the requirements of
high altitude paratrooper’s mission
requirements
was
designed
and
developed and is under limited series
production.
A Submarine Escape
Set (SES) for

escape
from
an
abandoned
submarine
from depths of 100m
was designed and developed.
Navy projection
Navy has projected a requirement
of over 400 suits. Greenhouses were
established at power plant locations such
as Siachen Base camp, Chushul, Battalik etc
and an average of 1400 kg vegetables of
high nutritive values were produced in each
greenhouse by standardising the practices
and procedures.
About 5000 MT of vegetables are locally
grown for meeting Army’s requirements. A
Computerised Pilot Selection System (CPSS)
was designed, developed and accepted by
the Air Force. Series production of systems
for deployment at all the Air Force Selection
Boards of the IAF is underway.
Yoga Training Modules have been
developed for toning up cardiorespiratory, respiratory, endocrine and

nervous systems to maintain optimum
physical fitness and mental health of
troops deployed at high altitude extreme
climates. Yoga training was provided
to over 2000 personnel who were to be
deployed at Siachen Glacier.
MoU with Railways
MoU has been signed with Indian
Railways for joint development of
Biotoilets to be installed in rail coaches.
Biotoilets have been installed in
Lakshadweep Islands and NE region of
India for safe disposal of human waste and
MoUs signed with Indian Railways & Min.
of Urban Development for installation in
rail coaches & homes. MoU with Ministry
of Urban Development is under process
for joint development of biotoilets and
their installation under mass civilian
program.
Advanced materials have been
always at the core of weapon
systems
and
military

was set up at Kerala Minerals and Metals
Limited (KMML). Light-weight composite
armour for Mi-17-IV helicopter of IAF has
successfully undergone integration and
flight-trials.
Technology developed for vacuum
investment casting of gas turbine blades
for Kaveri engine was extended for making
high pressure turbine blades for landbased gas turbine for power generation.
The runways at strategic locations often
require rapid repairs. Many of these
locations are in extreme cold regions
where the normal concrete does not set
in easily. Technology for rapid repair of
runways in cold regions was developed
and successfully demonstrated at sub
zero temperature.
A dedicated team of DRDO engineers
executed highly specialised nature of Civil
works at some of the most difficult and
hazardous area within the stipulated time
frame.
Agreements for co-operation / codevelopment in frontline areas of science,
technology and engineering were signed
with several countries.

hardware.
Significant
mile
stones
were
achieved
in
this
critical area
A 500 ton per
annum
capacity
titanium
sponge
plant
based on DRDO technology
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HAL

continues its good run

The Hindustan
Aeronautics
Limited (HAL)
has continued its
good performance.
Recently, it
handed over
100th maritime
surveillance aircraft
‘Dornier 228’ (DO228) built by it to
the Indian Coast
Guard (ICG).

H

anding over the key and log book
of the 19-seater multi-purpose light
transport aircarft to ICG Director
General Vice Admiral Anil Chopra, HAL
Chairman Ashok Nayak termed the aircraft as
a landmark addition into the armoury of coast
guards for effective and sharp surveillance of
country’s coastal boundaries.
Speaking on the occasion, Managing
Director of HAL Kanpur D Balasubramanian
said that with DO-228, HAL holds the
distinction of producing 100 such aircraft for
the nation.
Sophisticated techniques
Underlining the features of the multispeciality aircraft, Subramanian said the
DO-228 is equipped with sophisticated
techniques which include a 360 degree
surveillance radar, Satellite Communication
(SATCOM), Forward Looking Infra Red (FLIR)
and Automatic Identification System (AIS).
HAL, a Navratna Company has posted yet
another record high financial performance
for the year 2010-11. As per provisional
financial results, sales for the year 2010-11
is 13,061 Crores registering a growth of 14%
over the previous year. Profit Before Tax
(PBT) for the year is at 2,718 Crores.
The Order Book during the financial year
increased by Rs 8,524 Crores. An Interim
dividend of Rs 300 crores has been declared
for the year 2010-11. The company for the
10th year running will meet all the targets set

Ashok Nayak
Chairman, HAL

in “Excellent” category in respect of the MOU
concluded with the Government of India.
Highlights of the year
The highlights of major achievements
during the year are:
Initial Operation
Clearance (IOC) for the ALH Mk-III and Shakti
Engine utility variant was granted by the
Certification Authority.
Flying effort of the Light Combat Helicopter
is set to increase with the introduction of the
Technology Demonstrator-2 (TD2) into flight
tests.
The first Su-30 MKI aircraft manufactured
out of raw material rolled out of the company
in this financial year and the first raw material
phase engine for the Su30 MKI successfully

completed the Long Test at its Koraput
facility.
The 100th Dornier DO-228 aircraft was
manufactured from HAL, Kanpur.
One Cheetah Helicopter was produced
for export to Namibia.
Initial Operation Clearance (IOC) for LCA
granted by Certification Authority and
LCA – Navy first prototype was rolled out.
The company also launched three major
development projects: The design for the
Light Utility Helicopter (LUH) was frozen in
coordination with the customers and the
detailed design phase has commenced.
A contract was signed with Russia for
commencing the preliminary design
of the Fifth Generation Fighter Aircraft
(FGFA).
A Joint Venture company for the codevelopment of Multi-role Transport
Aircraft (MTA) was formed with the
Russian partners.
Handing over of Cheetah
Earlier this year, HAL handed over a
Cheetah Helicopter to the Namibian Air
Force.
As per the contract HAL will also supply
two Chetaks to Namibia.
Managing Director (Helicopter Complex)
and Director (Corporate Planning and
Marketing) HAL, Mr P Soundara Rajan
handed over the helicopter to Defence
Minister of Namibia, Major General (Retd)
Charles Namolah.
Speaking on the occasion, Mr Soundara
Rajan said that HAL is committed towards
meeting the target of handing over two
Chetaks to Namibia. ‘We are committed in

handing over the Chetaks to Namibia and
the work in this regard is in the full swing’,
he said.
The Namibian delegation also included
the High Commissioner of Namibia to
India HE Dr. Samuel K Mbmbo and Air
Force Commander of Namibian Air Force,
Air Vice Marshal M K Pinehas.
General Manager, Helicopter Division, Mr
M S Srinath, General Manager, Helicopter
MRO Division, Mr Anirudh Kumar and
other dignitaries were present on the
occasion.
High-performance helicopter
The Cheetah is a high performance
helicopter designed for operation over
a wide range of weight, centre of gravity
and the altitude conditions. Several
military and civil operators all over the
world are operating this helicopter. HAL,
Helicopter Division manufactures five
seater Cheetah helicopter.
This versatile multi role, multi purpose
helicopter is highly maneuverable
and rugged in construction. Due to its
excellent power weight ratio, the Cheetah
is one of the best suited helicopters for
operations in hot tropical weather and
missions at high altitude.
The helicopter can be utilised for
communication
duties
(passenger
transport), logistics support (cargo and
material transport), casualty evacuation,
search and rescue, surveillance and
observation and under slung operations.
The Cheetah is powered by one
Turbomeca Artosute III B Turbo Shaft
Engine.

P Soundara Rajan
Director, Corporate Planning
& Marketing, HAL
Pact with Magellan
Meanwhile, Magellan Aerospace recently
an agreement with HAL for a new Wire
Strike Protection System (WSPS).
The agreement includes the design
and development of a WSPS for the HAL
Advanced Light Helicopter (ALH), which
will be carried out at Magellan’s Bristol
Aerospace division in Winnipeg in 2011.
Bristol is the global expert for this unique
system, offering a proven design and
acknowledged technological expertise.
The ALH system is comprises an upper
and lower cutter, and windshield deflector,
designed by Bristol to be integrated into
the unique structure of the ALH.
Mr. Don Boitson, Vice President and
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General Manager, Bristol Aerospace,
commented, “We have been making and
delivering WSPS kits since 1980, and are
delighted to have HAL join our family of
global customers.”
Strategically imperative
Mr. Ashok Nayak, Chairman of HAL said,
“This contract between us for design and
development of a Wire Strike Protection

System is strategically an imperative
for our future business growth and we
acknowledge the potential of Magellan
Aerospace and HAL with this program”.
In 1977 Bristol, with the Canadian Forces,
designed the WSPS to provide a measure
of protection for helicopters to the
potentially devastating consequences of
inadvertent encounters with horizontally
strung wires and cables.

In 2009, a milestone was reached with
the delivery of the 20,000th Wire Strike
Protection System kit. More than 65
models of WSPS have been developed for
commercial and military customers around
the world, and new systems continue
to be designed for the new helicopter
developments that are increasing in size
and complexity.
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the
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system and the
unit under test. By using a mass
interconnect specifically designed for that purpose, rather
than creating a custom interface, you can reduce both
system test time and overall cost by reducing the number
of specialized testers you need. With a mass interconnect,
you can be assured of many years of error free testing.
Learn more about mass interconnect at www.vpc.com.
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A significant
efficiency boost for
fan blade production

A 6-axis articulated robot
moves the blast nozzles
ensuring an absolutely precise
blast pattern on the parts.

For peening a wide variety of
fan blades for aero engines
Rösler has developed highly
automated shot peening
and wet peening systems
incorporating features
which already reflect future
technical requirements.

T

he innovative, low weight propulsion units made
by this turbine manufacturer are characterized
by their relatively low noise emissions and
energy efficiency. Manufacturing of these units requires
a total focus on materials like titanium and aluminum.
The inducement of compressive stresses on the surface
of these light metals by shot peening significantly
improves their torsion and corrosion resistance and their
resistance against fatigue cracks.
For the peening of large fan blades the customer
installed two custom-engineered Rosler shot blast
systems - one for wet peening and the other one
for dry shot peening. To provide for future turbine
developments requiring even larger fan blades, both
blast systems were designed for maximum parts sizes
of 1,650 mm x 550 mm. The high degree of automation
of both peening systems ensures that they fully meet

the stringent productivity standards
prevalent in the aerospace industry.
Shot peening of the blade roots
The roots of the fan blades are peened
in a system that is equipped with a
dual station turn table. The two work
stations are separated by a dividing wall
featuring a pneumatic seal. A safety light
curtain is installed for the protection
of the operator. This design allows the
loading and unloading of parts in one
station while the parts in the other
station are being peened in the blast
chamber. Special work piece fixtures
were developed to prevent nicking or
other damage to the air foils during
the shot peening cycle. These fixtures
ensure that only the roots are exposed

The spiral separator
guarantees a constant high
blast media quality by
discharging broken down
vand deformed blast media

to the blast stream, while the rest of
the fan blade is precisely masked with
a wear resistant material. The peening
process itself takes place by six (6)
nozzles simultaneously throwing steel
shot onto one side of the fan blades
placed in upright position. A 6-axis
articulated robot ensures the exact
nozzle movement in the curved area of
the fan blades. After a preset processing
time the fixtures automatically rotate by
180° for peening of the other side of the
fan blades.
An air wash separator, a vibratory
screen separator, and a spiral separator
ensure that the blast media is perfectly
cleaned and classified so that it can be
re-circulated, and that it always meets the

strict quality standards stipulated for the
shot peening process.
Multi-hopper wet peening system with
16 nozzles for air foils
The customer utilizes a wet peening
system from Rösler for the peening of
air foils. This system has a stainless steel
cabin that is equipped with 16 nozzles.
In this system a 4-axis CNC drive unit
is inducing the movement of the 16
nozzles. To make sure that the blast media
always hits the surface of these complex,
3-dimernsionally shaped components at
the pre-determined angle, the nozzles
make an “S“-type movement, while
pivoting at the same time.
A multi-hopper system is utilized for
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the controlled cleaning and classification
of the glass bead blast media. Compared
to other wet blast systems usually only
equipped with a stirrer, the Rösler system
utilizes highly wear resistant pumps
which are constantly re-circulating the
media/water slurry. This ensures that an
optimal ratio of glass beads to water can
be maintained. The media to water ratio is
continuously monitored online as well as
by an optical measuring system. Broken
down glass beads that are no longer
usable are discharged with a hydrocyclone. An additional vibratory screening
of the blast media takes place in by-pass
mode. The process water containing
glass fines is passing through a Z 800
centrifugal filter for removal of these
tiny glass particles. The cleaned liquid is
then re-circulated back into the peening
system.
Multiple process controls
In order to fulfill the stringent aerospace
standards regarding process stability
and repeatability, all process parameters
are monitored on a continuous basis.

Wet blast system for
peening of air foils
bent in 3 dimensions.
For example, in both peening systems
each nozzle is equipped with an air
flow measuring & monitoring device. In

EADS- a preferred
employer
E

ADS has further boosted its
attractiveness as an employer
of choice among engineering
students in Europe. In the most recent
Universum Top 100 survey, the aerospace
and defence company moved up to third
place behind Google and Audi. EADS is
followed by BMW and Apple in the ranking.
The Swedish-based employer branding
consultancy Universum has carried out
interviews with 19,890 students at 100
leading academic institutions across
Europe. The survey reviews the reputation
of more than 60,700 employers and then
ranks only the top 100 of them. With 135
nationalities represented in the panEuropean survey, it clearly reflects the
multicultural and diverse make-up of the
continent’s top academic institutions.
Last year, EADS was ranked seventh
by engineering students. “We need to
attract the best and we need to keep
them. Our aim is to recruit over 4,000 new

employees in 2011. In times of economic
growth and increasing scarcity of qualified
employees, it is extremely important to
appeal to young people seeking a job. Our
fascinating products such as the Airbus
A380 or the Ariane launcher definitely
support this goal,” commented Jussi
Itävuori, Head of EADS Human Resources.
“In order to retain talented young people
and make them active ambassadors of our
company, we have to ensure that they stay
engaged during their career. This is why
we are launching initiatives to improve
professional development opportunities
and career paths of our employees, as well
as the balance between their professional
and private lives.
Mikael Butterbach, Head of Recruitment
and Employment Marketing at Airbus,
added: “We need to keep pace with
‘Generation Y’, which is embracing social
media, virtual reality and a team working
approach. Staying close to all our target

addition, both systems monitor the blast
pressure and measure the blast media
concentration.

• EADS moves up to No.
3 ranking by European
engineering students
• HR Head Jussi Itävuori:
we need to attract the best
and we need to keep them
• Redefining the
relationship between
company and employees
• Over 4,000 new
employees shall be
recruited in 2011

groups in the employment market is
a ‘must’, especially in view of EADS’
recruitment targets.” Earlier this year, EADS
and its Divisions were honoured with
the Randstad Award as most preferred
employer in Germany, France and Spain.
In France, trendence and Universum rated
the Group as most preferred company
for engineers, while in the UK Airbus was
named second most popular employer
for engineering graduates within a recent
survey by TARGET.
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We are open to
joint venture
possibility: ZN

Basant Kumar Gupta
Co-Founder & CEO
Zeus Numerix

Could you talk about Zeus Numerix’
products and services?
Zeus Numerix (ZN) is a high-end
engineering
analysis
and
design
company. 75% of our customers are
from the Aerospace and Defence sectors
demanding very high quality. We believe
in the power of integration of various
technologies and hence work right from
conceptual / configuration design till
manufacturing drawings.
Our simulation capabilities include
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD),
Stress
Analysis
(FEM),
Acoustics,
Computational Electromagnetics (CEM),
Dynamics and Control, Corrosion etc.
Advanced services include design
certification studies of customised
equipments for Indian requirements,
multi-disciplinary design optimisation,

Zeus Numerix is now looking at setting
up offshore design centres for OEMs with
flexible delivery models, says the company’s
Co-Founder and CEO, Mr. Basant Kumar
Gupta, in an exclusive interview to
Aeromag Asia. Mr. Gupta, who did his
BTech+MTech from IIT Bombay, started
ZN along with Professors and fellow alumni
just after graduation. Excerpts:
conceptualisation to manufacturing
drawings for new products, engineering
software development etc.
What’s the growth you are tracking
and what are the growth drivers that
you are seeing?
There is a shortage of good quality
engineering expertise in the market.
Growth will now be fuelled by innovation
or knowledge based engineering
requiring
quality
manpower
and
processes encouraging innovation. With
many IIT Professors involved with us, and
three quarters of our employees being
Master/PhD from premiere institutes we
will always be at the forefront of
innovation. Receiving Lockheed Martin
Innovation award and being recognised
by the Govt of India as an R&D Company

shows this.
Could you talk about your customer
base?
EADS Innovation works, EADS Astrium,
CNU Korea, many DRDO, Space and
Nuclear labs of India, L&T, Godrej and GM
Detroit etc. Most of our projects were
challenging and were undertaken for the
first time in India. The customer base is
continually growing and exposing us to
newer areas. Average project size from
existing customers has increased steadily.
We are happy that our customers are
making us partners in their own cutting
edge projects.

What are the new opportunities you
are seeing in the marketplace?

Offset is no doubt a huge opportunity,
but we now see that Indian defence
industry is also opening up rapidly.
The Defence Production Policy and the
Offsets will help in compounding our
growth. Since we are the only commercial
company in India who have developed
their own simulation software and have
expertise in other commercial codes, we
become best suited for partnerships. ZN’s
participation in live design projects will
make it even more desirable as a partner.

manufacturing outsourcing will not
be seen positively by Offset regulatory
bodies in India. We look at Offsets as
an opportunity for OEMs to set up
collaborative design centres in India. It
will be both cost effective and help get an
Indian perspective. There will be serious
discussions between OEMs and regulatory
bodies about outsourcing core technical
work. OEMs will look for the right partners
and ZN will be at the forefront.

What are your short-term and
medium-term goals?
The completion of certain ongoing high
end projects will further consolidate our
position as provider of niche services.
In medium and long term, we wish to
be seen as a design house for complex
engineering systems. We have started our
journey towards that goal by designing a
supersonic ground vehicle, landing gear
for a UAV, an aircraft arrester system etc.

Any joint ventures, collaborations,
business alliance in the pipeline?
We signed MOUs with Aeronautical
Development
Agency
Bangalore,
Centre for Development of Advanced
Computing, Godrej and Boyce etc. Besides
these MOUs we are now looking at setting
up offshore design centres for OEMs with
flexible delivery models. Earlier we did
not seriously consider JV however we are
open to the possibility.

What are your expectations from
defence offsets business?
My gut feeling is that in the future only

Of late there have been many new
entrants in A&D offering engineering
design services. What separates you

from them?
Usually these new entrants work on a
model where analysis software is licensed
and services are billed on hourly rates.
Unfortunately, these types of services
are not design services but routine
analysis on customer defined parameters.
Encountering a big problem usually
means procurement of licenses before
attempting the problem. Not much value
addition happens here and the IT type per
hour costing does not serve the customer
well.
In contrast, we developed our own
analysis products. This allows us to take
large problems as well as modify our
products to suit their complexities. We
could collaborate with customers like
EADS Innovation Works to co-develop
products. Another key differentiator is
formation of alliances with various IITs for
cutting edge technology inputs, CDAC
for Computing resources and Godrej for
undertaking turnkey projects. However
the confidence placed in us by our
customers who gave us over 65 niche
projects have made us a leading player
today.
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5-Axis Machining Solution
Your Partner In Progress...

More Than 15 Types of 5-Axis
Machining Solutions Under One

Roof!

5-Axis Machining
Solution for

Aerospace
Components

Our
Product Range

Aerospace Components

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
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Vertical & Horizontal Machining Centers
Turning Centers
Vertical Turning Lathes
Double Column Machining Centers
Large CNC Boring & Milling Machines
Large Floor Boring Machines
Heavy Duty Flatbed Lathes
Range of 5-Axis Machines
CNC EDM's & Wirecut EDM's
Surface & Cylindrical Grinding Machines

Corp .Off: COSMOS HOUSE, 85/2 Atladra, Padra Road, Vadodara : 390 012 (Guj.), INDIA
Mob:+91-98980-74654 / +91-98980-74655 /+91-99740-89430
Email: sales@cosmos.in , mktg@cosmos.in | Web: www.cosmos.in
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QuEST

eyes new verticals,
new regions for foray

India to buy
ten C-17
aircraft

T

he Cabinet Committee on Security (CCS) has
cleared a proposal to buy from the US ten
C-17 heavy lift military aircraft worth $4.1
billion, the biggest-ever defence deal to be entered
between the two countries.
“The CCS meeting chaired by Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh cleared the proposal for purchase
of the planes from the US through the Foreign
Military Sales (FMS) route,” defence ministry officials
said. Under the deal, the US defence major Boeing,
the manufacturer of the aircraft, will have to invest
30 per cent of the contract amount for setting up
defence facilities in India, they said.
As per the procurement procedure, offsets clause
entails that a vendor winning a defence deal worth
over Rs 300 crore has to reinvest at least 30% of the
deal amount in Indian defence, homeland security or
civilian aerospace sectors. The deal, which amounts
to over Rs18,000 crore, would be the biggest-ever
defence contract to be entered with the US.
Prior to this, the biggest deal with the US was
worth $2.1 billion for procurement of eight P-8I
maritime surveillance and anti-submarine warfare
aircraft from Boeing through direct commercial
sales in 2009.
Boeing, along with another US company Lockheed
Martin, had recently failed to qualify in a bid for
procurement of 126 Medium Multi-Role Combat
Aircraft (MMRCA) for the IAF, which had upset the
Americans. The MMRCAs are likely to cost India over
$11 billion.
Washington had, however, then said that strategic
ties with India would not be overshadowed by
exclusion of the two American companies from the
Indian fighter contract and the bilateral defence
dialogue between the two nations would work on
enhancing cooperation in cutting edge technology.

Q

NI acquires Phase Matrix

N

ational Instruments has announced its acquisition of Phase Matrix,
Inc. (PMI). The acquisition brings key RF talent, technologies and
manufacturing capabilities to NI and will significantly increase the
capability of NI products in high-frequency RF and microwave applications,
extending the frequency range of NI products to 26.5 GHz and beyond.
Phase Matrix will continue to operate under the name “Phase Matrix,
Inc.” as a wholly owned NI subsidiary and will continue to design and
manufacture RF and microwave test and measurement instruments,
subsystems and components. Phase Matrix founders, Pete Pragastis and
Charanbir Mahal, will remain with the company as the general manager
and chief technology officer, respectively.
“NI has been the leading supplier of PXI modular instrumentation for over
a decade, and our significant investments in the development of our PXI
RF platform have helped our customers build faster and more efficient RF
test systems,” said Dr. James Truchard, president, CEO and cofounder of
National Instruments. “Phase Matrix will help NI significantly accelerate the
deployment of high-performance RF and wireless technologies for both
R&D and production test applications.”
As NI works to drive growth of its PXI RF products, Phase Matrix will
contribute critical experienced RF talent, technologies and manufacturing
capabilities. NI and Phase Matrix have worked together for a number of years
and, for some time, NI has been interested in adding Phase Matrix capabilities
to the NI portfolio. Phase Matrix will also continue to sell directly to customers
and OEMs, who should continue to contact Phase Matrix, or its distributors, for
sales, support and service needs for all current product offerings.
“Phase Matrix is excited to become part of the National Instruments
family,” said Pete Pragastis, general manager of Phase Matrix. “We believe
our expertise in modular instrumentation, fast-switching synthesizers and
high-frequency microwave components will complement the NI platform,
and Phase Matrix looks forward to collaborating on products that will
extend the current NI product offering into higher-frequency applications.”
The purchase price was approximately $38 million, and other transaction
terms were not disclosed.

Aravind Melligeri
Co-Founder & Chairman
QuEST Global

QuEST Global
Engineering’s primary
business focus is to
provide research and
development/product
engineering services to
aerospace and defence
customers. In recent
times QuEST Global
has addressed the
needs of customers
segments such as
industrial and fastmoving goods, power
generation, oil and gas,
and transportation.

uEST Global has gone beyond the
typical “design and engineering”
services offering across the
product development and realization
process including manufacturing by
forming a supply chain cluster. This 300acre special economic zone (SEZ) cluster
located in India addresses the precision
engineering needs of the aerospace and
defence industry.
When QuEST Global began operations,
it started working with customers in the
U.S. market and subsequently expanded
operations to India, Italy, United Kingdom,
Japan, Germany, France, and Spain.
QuEST Global intends to continue adding
verticals to its portfolio, offer new services,
and enter new regions.
By 2015, QuEST Global expects to
increase the share of embedded services
and plant design and automation in
its current portfolio, which comprises
predominantly of engineering design
services. QuEST Global has ensured that
each of its global delivery centers houses
a cluster of center of excellence (CoE)
focused on either a domain or a set of
customers. This approach enables QuEST
Global to acquire and build domain
knowledge, innovate, and provide
additional value to its customers.
QuEST Global has developed a Global
Product Development framework that
is anchored on a local-global approach
to product engineering to ensure close
cooperation between the customers’
teams and QuEST Global’s teams.
Founded in 1997, QuEST Global is a
provider of diversified engineering
services and manufacturing. QuEST
provides solutions to customers across
industries that include aero engines,
aerospace and defense, industrial and
fastmoving goods, power generation, oil
and gas, and transportation.
In recent times, QuEST Global is
addressing the needs of customers across
nuclear engineering, consumer electronics,

and medical devices industries.
QuEST Global supports all the phases
in the product realization process,
from design and modeling through
analysis,
prototyping,
automation,
data documentation, instrumentation
and controls, embedded systems
development, manufacturing support,
vendor management, and in-house
manufacturing, with its group company
QuEST Manufacturing Pvt. Ltd.
Through its Global Product Development
framework that optimises resourcing
onsite, offshore, and near-site, QuEST
Global builds customer support teams that
function as an extension to the customer’s
R&D/product engineering teams.
Quest Global’s employee head count
involved in the engineering services line of
business is over 2,600 employees spread
across nine regions (the United States, the
United Kingdom, Singapore, Germany,
France, Italy, Spain, Japan, and India),
with over 10 nationalities — American,
British, French, German, Indian, Italian,
Japanese, Romanian, Spanish, Swiss, and
Venezuelan, all working seamlessly as
unified global project teams.
QuEST Global began its journey by
offering finite element analysis and
computational fluid dynamics services to
the power generation sector by working
on turbomachinery equipment and
diversified to support aero engines.
Subsequently, QuEST expanded its
services offering to cover all aspects of
support to engineering through the
product life cycle of the turbomachinery
equipment
that
included
design,
manufacturing engineering, technical data
support, and sustenance engineering.
Its experience from these two verticals
enabled it to expand into adjacent
industries that included aerospace and
defence, oil and gas, industrial products,
and transportation. Today, these verticals
account for over 90 per cent of QuEST
Global’s revenue.
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SCHUNK

plans integrated
service centre
in India
SCHUNK India has plans to set up a fully integrated service centre in India that
would meet the needs of customers in terms of training and efficient product life, says
SCHUNK Intec India Private Limited’s Managing Director Mr. Satish Sadasivan, in an
exclusive interview to Aeromag Asia. Excerpts:
Could you talk about the company’s products and services?
SCHUNK has a gross experience in the field of precision tool holding,
work holding and automation technology of over 65 years. The
experience has resulted in unique, productive and many a times,
proprietary advantages and niche which has always been guided by
the corner stones of customer centric advantage for which, the brand
commands today, a premium position for its products and services.
The valuable experience is evident with its wide choice of products
“one for every application”. SCHUNK believes that every application
is specific and selective that needs a much optimised solution rather
than a generic one.
The gamut of product from the programme is:
Precision Tool Holders: With a precise run out control of less than
“3 microns” and correctable to “Zero” when stringent control in
unavoidable.

·
·
·
High Precision Tool Holders

·
·

The customer has a wide choice of tool holder in the form of:
Hydraulic tool holder (TENDO): Extremely precise, strong reliability
and intense vibration dampening all of which leads to optimised
cost control in metal removal.
Polygonal clamping technology (TRIBOS): Slimmest tool holder
in the world that gets you through the most challenging space
constraints with a standard product. This is by far a huge advantage
in Aerospace Machining and especially in aluminum workpieces.
Universal Tool Holders (SINO-R): For universal applications from
Finishing to Rough Milling and up to tapping. The only tool holding
technology designed for heavy duty applications and with built is
efficient vibration dampening technology which is so much critical
for heavy application that generate a lot of vibrations.
Heat Shrink Technology (CELSIO): The heat shrink technology
supplements the above technologies and completes the precision
tool holding technology.
Mechanical tool holders: Precision ER collet chucks, Weldon and face

mill chucks that fill in the application
that rarely needs the investment of the
precision tool holders.
Work Holding
Stationary Clamping Systems :
From the machine down time killer,
“VERO-S” (Quick change pallet system
with a positional accuracy of 0.005mm)
to precision clamping blocks, manual
vices and more, the stationary
clamping systems technology is
complete and ready for the modern
machine productivity challenge.
Lathe Chucks: With several dedicated
advantages like, quick jaw change,
centrifugal force compensation, 6 jaws
force distributed clamping, pull down
technology and more, the SCHUNK
Lathe chuck technology is unparalleled
in capabilities.
Hydraulic Mandrels or Arbors : The wide
range of customised and standard
hydraulic precision arbors with run out
control of 0.003mm provide precision
clamping and positioning for high
precision demand machining like ID or
OD grinding, gear shaving or grinding,
metrology etc.
Magnetic Clamping “Magnos”: New
square pole electro permanent
magnetic clamping technology from
SCHUNK is a trend setter in magnetic
clamping for universal application
with inherent advantages like 5 sides
machining access and infinite flexibility
in clamping. Strong clamping forces of
16kg/sqcm make the system reliable
and optimum for modern clamping
requirements.
Vacuum Clamping Technology “Planos”:
With the introduction of the vacuum
technology from SCHUNK, the
clamping rage is complete and wide.
The vacuum technology is for delicate
work pieces that cannot sustain any
external forces in clamping. This
product finds its best suitability for
aluminum work pieces, especially in
aerospace industry.

·

·

·

·
·

·

high temperature, solar cell handling,
packaging, food and pharmaceutical
handling grippers are all within the
standard programme.
Rotary modules: A wide range of
swivel units and heads with unique
features make the SCHUNK rotary unit
programme a reliable one.
Linear Motion Technology: From direct
linear drives that are presently the
fastest and the most precise in the
world market today to the most robust
and versatile ball screw mechanism,
the SCHUNK linear motion system
technology is able to provide just what
it takes to be the best.
Robot Accessories: There is no debate
that the SCHUNK robot accessories
make the robot so much more capable,
efficient and intelligent. Its products
like the robot tool changer enable the
robot to multi-tasking and further add-

support the industry to reach its desired
position in the Indian market. With all the
manpower available in India, it seems yet
that “automation” is able to find justified
reasons to gains its prominence as another
growth driver.
Could you talk about your client
base?
SCHUNK India has been operational
in the market since 2001 and in the
decade gone by, SCHUNK India has made
impressive and substantial impression on
the Indian industry. Its prominent client
base has been distributed amongst the
automobile and related industry and
the aerospace Industry. With presence
on both private and public sector
organisations, the market coverage has
been a well-balanced one with exceptional
receptiveness and acceptance level.

·

·

AUTOMATION:
Gripping Technology: Grippers in
all wishful variants and capabilities
are in the standard programme of
SCHUNK. The undoubtedly widest
gripping programme from SCHUNK
has 2 finger to 4 finger gripper that are
power, pneumatically or electrically
and when necessary, hydraulically
too. Unique applications like O-Ring
assembly, Clean Room, underwater,

·

Quick Change
precision
pallets
on like the 6 axis force torque sensor
makes the robot worth its investment.
What’s the growth you are tracking
and what are the growth drivers that
you are seeing?
While SCHUNK worldwide is on a stable
growth trajectory, the Indian operations
have been on a healthy average growth
rate of 35% in the last 5 years, exception
being 2009. The Indian operations foresee
the automobile sector as a robust growth
driver for the decade we are in. At the
same time, we recognise new emerging
markets such as “Aerospace” industry
that is so aggressively growing in India
and hence we are already prepared to

What are the new opportunities you
are seeing in the market place?
We are sure there is no debate on the
fact that the Aerospace industry in going
to be the next growth driver industry in
India. Already there is a huge success in
this direction with major global players
carefully evaluating India as the source
of parts or subassemblies. Aerospace
industry is not one with a tolerance for
mistakes or general quality. Therefore
we see a perfect match between the
premium precision and reliable product
like SCHUNK for the equally demanding
industry like the Aerospace industry.
What

are

your

short-term

and
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defence production capabilities to the
international standards or more. This is
a very good direction and we are sure to
be able to contribute substantially in this
direction.

SCHUNK
Anthropomorphic
Hand

medium-term goals?
For SCHUNK India, the driving philosophy
is customer advantage. As we say “better
for you is better for us”. This formidably
means a high level of customer support
and satisfaction. At SCHUNK India we set
forth with building an efficient level of
product availability to support the Indian
industry’s lean inventory strategy. SCHUNK
India has also in its short term plan set up a
fully integrated service center in India that
would meet the needs of customers in
terms of training and efficient product life.
Soon the technology centre would be set
up to enable the technology awareness at
its maximum capability.
The organisation is making a detailed
study from the experience it has had
in the last decade in India and will be
ready to move the next steps ahead
after closely evaluating the course of
direction. It is imperative that the Indian
industry requirements for now and in
the future must be satisfied in its ways
and the right solution for this will be
implemented accordingly in terms of
domestic manufacturing or assembly and
so on.

it is only logical for one to expect the
deep investments that are set to come
from this sector. It would be prudent
to expect that one half or more of the
capital expenditure may well flow out in
purchase of finished products like aircrafts
etc from the international defense
shops and the major part of the rest will
probably move into the domestic defence
activities like manufacturing , research
and developments.
As the defence ministry has emphasised
over and over again of its interest
in procuring as much as possible of
its requirements from the domestic
capabilities now and in the future, it is
only a relative theory that there will be
deep stress on leveraging the Indian

What are the challenges and problems
being faced in the industry that you
operate in?
While one has to see the larger picture
of the industry and its mechanism, we
must observe the fact that there is a
clear and distinct message for intended
efficiency ramp-up. This process will
take time and nothing must be expected
instantaneously.
At this moment we must understand
where we must work on and in what
direction, both of which must lead to a
long term benefit and sustenance of it
thereafter.
Today, one perceives the Asian market
as a cost driven one and not necessarily
a quality icon. We seem to live up to this
and make the most out of it. While we
have made remarkable progress in this
direction, I say with aplomb that it is
time for the next steps where “quality
competence” is given due respect and
deserving attention.
It is difficult to sustain growth without
improvement and improvement is
synonymous with quality. The core
challenge today in the industry is to
leverage quality to higher levels. We
must keep our core competence to
remain price attractive, we must add
pinch by pinch the quality mantra. This
I see as the most challenging for future.
In this direction and as an example to all
those who suspect otherwise, we must
observe that most of the successful
names are ones with more than just
mere pricing competence.

Grippers for
Clean room
application

What are your expectations from
defense offsets business?
With a budget of 1.64 trillion Rupees
(approx. US$ 36.2 billion)in 2011, 11.6%
higher than the previous year, set aside
for defence spending of which 40% will
be demarked for capital expenditure,
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SDS

Samtel HAL Display Systems (SHDS),
a joint venture between Hindustan
Aeronautics Limited (HAL) and Samtel,
was created in 2006 to address the
avionics requirements of HAL, especially
cockpit displays of all kinds. SHDS
is responsible for system design,
development, manufacturing, MRO
and obsolescence management of
display systems, ATE and IADS for all
Indian platforms. The aim of the JV was
to indigenize critical primary display
technology in India, and create a Centre
of Excellence to produce indigenous
displays for all HAL existing and
upcoming star platforms and upgrades.
Over a long period, with the support
of DRDO, HAL, CEMILAC, IAF and other
important organisations, we have been
successful in indigenising a missioncritical product. The production facility
for the Samtel HAL JV has been set-up
and product deliveries are already in
progress. What is most important and is
a matter of great pride for the country
is that now this technology is available
in India and opens up avenues for
replicating it on other cockpit displays
for HAL’s star platforms – which actually
was the mandate of the Samtel-HAL
JV when it was set up. We are looking
forward to move ahead on our journey
towards induction of indigenous cockpit
displays on all Indian platforms.

seeks to
expand in
international
Samtel Display Systems is looking to expand
in the international aerospace market and
already in advanced stage of communications
with some global majors, says the company’s
Executive Director, Puneet Kaura, in an
interview to Aeromag Asia.
How has been the past year for your
company?
The past year has been a landmark year
for Samtel Display Systems. Our MFDs
(Multifunction Displays for Su-30 MKIs
– which were undergoing qualification
and flight testing under the aegis of
HAL and CEMILAC have been qualified
for airworthiness by RCMA (Regional
Centre for Military Airworthiness) and
are now being inducted on Su-30 MKIs.
The technology for these MFDs was
developed under the aegis of DARE
(DRDO) through an MoU signed in 2004.
The product was further developed by
the Samtel HAL JV and was later perfected
through extensive flight testing by IAF.
Production is now in full swing for Su-30
MKI Block-III & Block-IV production aircraft
at our DGAQA qualified manufacturing
facilities. With this, the Samtel HAL JV
has achieved the unique distinction of
being the first public-private partnership
in defence avionics space in India to have
a primary cockpit display qualified and
productionised for induction on a fighter
aircraft.

In the international space, we have
started the production of EFIS40
(Electronic
Flight
Instrumentation
Systems) for Honeywell’s Bendix/King
range for general aviation aircraft. Samtel
Display Systems has signed a long-term
contract for production of this product
and is the only supplier worldwide for this
display. 2010 also marked the opening of
our Marketing and Project Management
office in the USA, which is helping us
expand our footprint in the US market
and is also intended to serve our US
customers in a more closely-coordinated
manner.

avionic display systems, viz. MFDs, SMFDs,
HUDs, HMSD, ATIs and ISIS for HAL’s star
programmes.
Our joint venture with Thales –
Samtel Thales Avionics has now been
incorporated, and is intended to locally
develop,
customise,
manufacture,
sell and maintain indigenous HelmetMounted Sight and Display Systems and
modern Avionics Systems for the Indian
and export defence markets. Systems
aimed at the Indian Forces’ helicopters
& fighters represent the main objective
of the JV company, and the activity will
quickly expand to include other products.
Based in Delhi, it will provide the basis
for all future aerospace development for
Thales in India.
Our dialogues with other leading global
system integrators have also progressed
further and we are looking forward to
partner with them on key international
programs.

What are the highlights of the year,
and what are the goals you have set for
the company going forward?
It is a matter of great pride to us that we
have been instrumental in indigenising a
critical technology for the first time. We
are now looking forward to work on the
variants and produce displays for other
existing and upcoming HAL platforms
and upgrades. We are also moving
Can you elaborate on your JV with
forward to develop and productionise HAL? What are its future plans?

Can you talk about the company’s
product portfolio?
Samtel Display Systems (SDS) is a
key Indian player in high-technology
products for avionics and military
applications in both domestic and
international markets. SDS straddles
the entire value chain from design,
development, manufacture, testing,
qualification, repair & maintenance and
obsolescence management of avionics
products and equipment for military as
well as commercial aircraft.
Its products and services include
Multi-Functional Displays (MFDs), Smart
Multi-Functional
Displays
(SMFDs),
Full Colour Displays (FCD) for commercial
aircraft, Head Up Displays (HUDs),
Helmet Mounted Sight Displays (HMSDs),
Automated Test Equipment (ATEs),
ISIS Solutions, Multifunction Indicators:
3ATI & 4ATI, Infra Red Search and
Track (IRST), Rugged military displays
for Land, Naval and Airborne platforms,
Built-to-print
(BTP)
manufacturing,
MRO services, and Obsolescence
Management.

What are the expansion plans?
Our road ahead includes development,
production and induction of indigenous
avionic displays and systems on all HAL
star platforms. The mandate for this JV
is to address the avionics requirements
of HAL, especially cockpit displays of all
kinds.
With our other joint venture with
Thales – Samtel Thales Avionics, we are

majors. As mentioned earlier, as part of
our contract with Honeywell, the EFIS40
displays are already under production.

planning some high technology complex
Avionics systems for the Indian and
export defence markets. The JV will serve
customer requirements through Thales’s
and Samtel’s offer, and would also be
eligible to help meet Thales’s offset
obligations for its different programmes
with the Indian Defence Ministry. The
JV Company will also ensure local
added value support and integrated
maintenance services for the systems it
produces for the Indian market.
We are also looking to expand in
the international aerospace market
and are already in advanced stage of
communications with some global

next few years, SDS expects to be a
front-runner in the domestic aerospace
segment, especially with several big
tickets defence purchases on the cards,
the offsets business will drive growth for
SDS and other players in this space.
The new Defence Production Policy is
also intended to support Indian Industry
to build their in-house capabilities
in order to meet the future defence
requirements. In order to absorb the
expected offset requirements, SDS
is definitely one of the strongest
contenders since it has the capability to
deliver high-quality products and in a
short time period.

How is the market growing in the
space you are operating in?
The estimates by KPMG show that
the defence purchases of around $112
billion by 2016 will generate new offsets
opportunities of $30 billion. Over the
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Saab and
Airservices sign
contract for remote
ATM tower trial

Defence and Security Company Saab and Airservices Australia have
signed a contract to commence a trial of remotely-operated air traffic
control tower technology in Australia later this year.

R

emote Tower technology allows
air traffic at one or more remote
airports to be managed and
controlled from a single, larger air traffic
services centre at another location. During
the trial, Airservices’ staff will control aircraft
at Alice Springs from their facility in Adelaide
– over 1,500 kilometres away. There will
be no change to existing air traffic control
arrangements.
On completion of the trial, Airservices
will consider introducing the technology
at a number of additional airports across
Australia, particularly those currently
without towers but where aircraft
movements are increasing. The technology
has been developed by Saab in conjunction
with the Swedish Air Navigation Service
provider, LFV, and has already undergone
thorough live testing in Sweden. A contract
was signed in Sweden earlier this year
to provide remote tower services at two
airports from one central location. Saab is
the first company to deliver such a system.
Per Ahl, Saab Director marketing and sales

for ATM, said that Saab is very pleased to
continue their excellent relationship with
Airservices Australia.
”This is an important breakthrough for
Saab’s remotely operated tower solution
and will be an important reference for the
Asia Pacific region.”
Remote Air Traffic Management
Camera and sensors are placed at the
airports and everything that is detected by
them is conveyed in real-time to the remote
tower centre where it is projected in a 360o
view.
The air traffic controller in the remote
tower centre expedites the air traffic in
the same way that it would be done from
an ordinary control tower. Safety is of the
utmost importance; and in many ways,
modern technology improves the safety:
• The cameras can register changes in
the image that will make hazards like
unauthorized vehicles or foreign objects on
the runway easier to detect.
• By use of cameras, the air traffic controller

can also record occurrences in the airspace
and the area surrounding the airport and
then replay them in case of an incident.
• A camera with automatic tracking that
can zoom in up to 36 times, replaces the
traditional binoculars in a regular control
tower.
• A video tracking function automatically
detects incoming aircraft and marks them
on the screen enhancing the following
them for the air traffic controller even in
limited visibility.
• The contours of the runway, buildings
and other objects at the airport can be
marked on the screens, enabling the
air traffic controller to see them even in
limited visibility. Images from the Zoom
camera, radar and weather information are
integrally
presented in the 360o view, continuously
observed by the air traffic controller. This
function is similar to that of the head-up
display in a fighter aircraft. The air traffic
controller does not need to shift focus in
order to see the Information.
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Cyriac Davies is
KITCO MD
Cyriac Davies
assumed
charge as the
new Managing
Director
of
KITCO, one of
the
premier
Public
Ltd
technical consultancy organisations
in India.
Davies, who joined KITCO in 1982
as a Young Professional, has been
working as the Executive Director
of the company. It was as per the
design and under the leadership
of Mr. Cyriac, who is an M.Tech in
Civil Engineering, that more than
300 major engineering projects
The Ambassador of Jordan, Mr. Mohammad Sharari El-Fayez meeting the Indian Minister of implemented by KITCO were
State for Defence, Dr. M.M. Pallam Raju, in New Delhi
realised around the country.

Antony asks Navy to take stock
of its operational preparedness

T

www.eurofighter.com

he Defence Minister A K Antony has asked the top brass of
the Indian Navy to take stock of the level of its operational
preparedness from time to time in view of the volatile
neighbourhood and the challenges of the Indian Ocean Rim (IOR).
Addressing the recent Naval Commanders Conference, Antony said
‘recent incidents in our neighbourhood’ have strongly underlined
the need to maintain constant vigil.
“The Challenges of the Indian Ocean Rim (IOR) and the volatile
neighbourhood we live in, make it imperative for us to maintain
operational readiness at all times. Recent incidents in our
neighbourhood have strongly underlined the need to maintain
constant vigil. The Navy needs to take stock of the level of
operational preparedness from time to time”, Antony said.

Eurofighter Typhoon: The Best Multi-Role Capabilities for India
Eurofighter Typhoon: the world’s most advanced new generation multi-role combat aircraft. Representing the combined strengths of
Europe’s leading aerospace and defence companies, the Eurofighter Typhoon provides engineering and industrial benefits for all customer
nations. Designed with an established technology insertion programme, Eurofighter Typhoon is an open platform offering industrial
partnership, shared development and affordable logistics solutions.

Piracy a major concern
The Defence Minister spoke on a wide range of issues and
challenges that faces the Indian Navy. Describing piracy as a
continuing cause of major concern, Antony said the menace needs
a concerted effort and a collective response from the international
community. While assuring that Indian Navy would continue to
work with all Navies operating in the Gulf of Aden, he ruled out
India becoming a member of any multilateral groupings unless
these are under a UN mandate. Turning to coastal security, Antony
said the government has made considerable progress in plugging
the gaps but a lot more still needs to be done. He said, various
agencies need to adopt a far more collaborative and cooperative
approach. Antony said strengthening our coastal security is
inextricably linked to the security of island territories. He called
for drawing up a long term strategic plan to enhance the security
of Andaman & Nicobar, Lakshadweep & Minicoy islands. He said,
the government has accorded approval for forward naval bases at
Tuticorin, Kamarta, Diglipur, Campbell Bay and Paradweep.

Tejas sensors checked
out during night flying

T

he indigenous Light Combat Aircraft- Tejas is fitted
with advanced sensors like Multi Mode Radar (MMR)
Litening Pod (Day and Night imaging sensors). These
when integrated with the on board weapon system, makes it
a potent multi role combat aircraft. In addition, the avionics
suit includes the state of the art Helmet Mounted Display
System (HMDS) and Instrument Landing System (ILS). To
prove Tejas’s night operational capability, all these systems
needed to be tested and evaluated following a detailed
flight test program during night flying in moon phase as
well as dark phase.
LSP-5 aircraft which has the required cockpit lighting
standard to support night flying, was used for these
trials. The night flying was started after a series of ground
evaluation of the integrated system in static as well as taxy
phase under different lighting conditions. The first phase of
the night evaluation in which six night flight sorties were
conducted, concluded on 26 Apr 2011.
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Model-Based Design helps Aerospace
Engineers Improve Design Quality
and Save Costs

Jon Friedman
Aerospace and Defense Industry
Marketing Manager
The MathWorks

T

oday’s
aerospace
companies
must
reduce
development
time and improve quality, while
accommodating demands for greater
system complexity from customers
and the government. To meet these
challenges, industry-leading companies
have adopted Model-Based Design.
In a traditional line-replaceable unit
(LRU) design process, engineers gather
requirements from several sources,
which are combined to create a paper
specification. A distributed design team
works with the specification to produce
a detailed design by iterating through
a series of potential design concepts
that are prototyped in simulation and/
or hardware, checked against the
requirements and then modified. Once an
acceptable design is achieved, it is handed
off for implementation to another team
that performs verification and validation
testing and, if the product needs to
conform to DO-178B or other standards,
compliance demonstration. Because

testing occurs at the end of this multiteam, multistage process, errors that
are introduced throughout the design
process are often found late, making them
expensive to fix and forcing management
to make difficult budget decisions.
Model-Based Design begins with the
creation of an executable specification that
can be linked to the original requirements,
providing two-way traceability between
the design and the requirements. At the
heart of the executable specification is an
executable model, used and elaborated on
throughout the process. The executable
specification can also include inputs
and expected outputs, the application
environment and clear communication
of the design goals to enable feasibility
analysis of the requirements. By using the
links in the executable specification to
the original requirements, engineers can
monitor whether the design conforms to
the requirements throughout the process
and quickly assess the impact of a proposed
change on original requirements.
With
automatic
code-generation
technology and hardware-in-the-loop
testing, engineers can eliminate errors
introduced during manual implementation
and shorten the path to product delivery
by generating code for testing, verification
and final production use. For example, a
large American helicopter manufacturer
used Model-Based Design to develop the
flight controls for a tiltrotor aircraft and
realized a 40 percent savings in software
development time compared to previous
programs. These savings came from
being able to detect and correct design
and requirement flaws early in the design
process.
Additional design efficiency can be
realized through the reuse of models
across various phases of the design
process. Engineers at a multi-national
aerospace manufacturer working on

the Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) program
developed three variants of the JSF using a
common set of system models to simulate
avionics, propulsion and other systems,
and to automatically generate final flight
code, which resulted in fewer engineering
tasks when compared with traditional
methods that rely on hand coding.
Using a model, engineers can test and
verify their design much earlier in the
process than with traditional development,
where some physical instantiation of
the design is required to begin testing.
The model can then be elaborated on
throughout the design process, allowing
engineers to continuously test and verify
design. Before committing resources and
money to a physical implementation,
design or test, engineers can analyze the
design via model coverage analysis using
criteria such as MC/DC to ensure design
defects are uncovered early. At this stage,
if the tests do not exercise the design
completely, the team can determine if
additional tests are needed or if parts of
the design are not necessary to satisfy
the requirements. The use of models
in testing is not constrained to a digital
environment; the same models can be
used in tests incorporating components
of the physical system. Two such examples
are the pilot-in-the-loop
simulators developed by a large jet
aircraft manufacturer to test the real-time
interaction of actual pilots with updated
control algorithms and the hardwarein-the-loop tests used by a large aircraft
company to investigate intermittent
braking failures on a production LRU.
Having determined their algorithm design
is correct; engineers can consider the
effects of running this same algorithm in an
embedded environment. Implementation
details can be added to the model, such
as signal conditioning or fixed-point
arithmetic. Then, the model can be used to

automatically create the implementation.
For example, C code and HDL code can be
generated for either a software application
or digital hardware implementation,
respectively. Generating the implementation
automatically from the model removes
errors introduced by the manual process.
As the target for the implementation is not
specified until later in the process, much
of the design work can be reused when a
new target is selected. Also, because the
implementation process is automated, it
is repeatable and not dependent on the
availability of specific individuals.
Finally, the test cases developed earlier
in the design process can be reused to test
the final implementation. Hence, testing
and verification of the design against
requirements
happens
throughout
the process instead of at the end. For
example, engineers at a British defense
and aerospace company working on a
software defined radio (SDR) system were
able to reduce their rework and overall
development time by a factor of 10 using
Model-Based Design. It typically took
645 hours for an engineer with years of
VHDL coding experience to hand code
a fully functional SDR waveform using
the traditional design flow, whereas a
second engineer with limited experience
completed the same project using ModelBased Design in fewer than 46 hours. This
dramatic improvement was achieved
because the model, in which the developer
could include all satellite communications
waveform details, was directly connected
to the resulting code. With a complete
executable model, engineers were able
to discover and remove bugs early in
the design flow instead of at the VHDL
behavioral test stage.
With Model-Based Design, engineers no
longer test and verify that requirements are
met only at the end of the design process.
Rather, they test and verify throughout
the process, which saves time and money.
This approach means engineers can cycle
through design iterations in a safe and less
expensive modeling environment, resulting
in an implementation that works the first
time under a shortened development cycle
and with improved quality.
Jon Friedman is the aerospace industry
marketing manager at The MathWorks
Inc., where he leads the marketing
effort to foster industry adoption of
The MathWorks’ tools and Model-Based
Design. He holds a B.S.E., M.S.E. and Ph.D.
in Aerospace Engineering, as well as a
Masters in Business Administration, all
from the University of Michigan.

Elbit gets contract

E

lbit Systems Ltd. has
announced that it
has been awarded
a contract to supply an
Asian country with dozens
of
CoMPASS
(Compact
Multi Purpose Advanced
Stabilized System) payloads for
maritime patrol aircraft. The
Asian country, which operates
one of the largest maritime
patrol fleets in the world, has
selected the CoMPASS payload
as a solution to protect its
coastlines. The contract, valued
at approximately $20 million,
is scheduled to be completed
within two years.
The
CoMPASS
payload,
developed and manufactured by
Elbit Systems Electro-optics Elop Ltd.
(“Elop”), is already installed onboard
hundreds of platforms including
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS).
Belonging to the 15-inch payload family,
the CoMPASS includes an advanced
thermal imaging system, laser range
designator and a day channel, allowing
optimal ISTAR (intelligence, surveillance,
target acquisition and reconnaissance)
capabilities even in adverse weather
conditions. The payload, integrated into
the aircraft’s mission systems, such as the
maritime patrol radar and the Command
and Control systems, provides the crew
with enhanced mission capabilities.
Adi Dar, Elop’s General Manager,

commented:
“We
are proud to be
selected to perform this project, attesting
to the customer’s satisfaction with the
high quality and performance of our
previously supplied systems. Maritime
patrol systems, for both airborne and
naval applications, play a vital role in
protecting the coastal shores of many
countries around the world, and we trust
that additional countries will follow in
selecting our advanced solutions”. Dar
also noted: “Due to the recent increasing
demand, Elop has doubled the quantity
of payloads manufactured for integration
onboard maritime patrol platforms.”
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CIAL to host the first regional
Aviation Centenary celebration

Bangalore hogs
limelight

ivil Aviation in India during the
last one century has experienced
tremendous
growth.
This
forward march is likely to culminate in
India becoming one of the three largest
markets ivn the world by 2020.
The first commercial plane flew in
India on 18th February 1911 between
Allahabad and Naini carrying mails. The
epochal period since then has been
witness to an enormous growth in India in
all respects of Civil Aviation and as a result
India is today the 9th largest civil aviation
market in the world. This has presented
us with an occasion to commemorate
the momentous occasion in a befitting
manner.
Since the dawn of Independence, Civil
Aviation in India has made giant strides
and is today a major contributor to the
growth of the national economy.
Apart from providing connectivity in a
large and diverse country like India and
serving the transportation needs of the
people in a speedy, cost-effective and
efficient manner, the aviation sector has
also greatly facilitated the development
of domestic and international tourism,
business, commerce and trade.
The process of setting up a Civil Aviation
Authority (CAA), an administratively and
financially autonomous body, which will
regulate all civil aviation safety issues
in India, is now in the final stages and
a cabinet note on it is likely to be soon
formalised.
With regard to private sector
investments in new airports PPP
Concession Agreement is under
consideration of the Civil Aviation
ministry. Further, 35 airports are planned
to be developed through Public Private
Partnership (PPP) framework by Airports
Authority of India (AAI). This would
provide much-required connectivity to
Tier –II & III cities in the country.
Domestic carriers flew 45.75 lakh
passengers in the month of February this
year registering an increase of 18.45% over
last year during the same period, with Jet
Airways and JetLite combine emerging as
the market leader.
During the month, Jet Airways had a
market share of 18% while JetLite had

angalore-based DRDO labs won major National level
DRDO AWARDS for the year 2010 for outstanding
contribution in various areas of technology.
Agni Awards for Excellence in Self-Reliance had been conferred
to the following Scientists along with their team.
• Dr. A. K. Singh, Sc ‘G’, Electronics & Radar Development
Establishment (LRDE), Bangalore.
• Shri M Z Siddique, Sc ‘G’, Gas Turbine Research Establishment
(GTRE), Bangalore.

C

8.1%.
Kingfisher had a market share of 19%
followed by Delhi-based no frill airline,
and IndiGo,which reported a market
share of 18.7%, according to the latest
data released by the Directorate General
of Civil Aviation (DGCA). Air India

Ministry of Civil Aviation intends to,
inter-alia, organise exhibitions and other
awareness programmes all over India
to project the potential for economic
growth in all the areas associated with
the sector. The rapidly changing customer
profile of the airlines and the whole range
of vast employment opportunities being
generated by the sector, directly as well as
in-directly, would be suitably showcased
during the course of celebrations.
The Civil Aviation Ministry has asked
stakeholders connected with the civil
aviation in India, including the private
sector, to organise centenary celebrations
all over India in regional level.
The first regional level clebration will be
hosted by the Cochin International Airport
from 18th June. The representatives from
West cost Airports also will participate in
the celebrations.

B

Out of the two Performance Excellence Awards 2010 for
excellent performance and contributions, one has been
awarded to
• Shri P S Krishnan, Distinguished Scientist and Director,
Aeronautical Development Establishment (ADE), Bangalore
and his team.
• Shri S K Shenoy, Sc 'G', Naval Physical and Oceanographic
Laboratory (NPOL), Kochi and team members.
DRDO Scientist of the Year Awards for the year 2010 have
been conferred to the following SIX Scientists:
• Dr. Dipti Deodhare, Sc ‘F’, Centre for Artificial Intelligence and
Robotics (CAIR), Bangalore;

• Dr K Maheswara Reddy, Sc ‘G’,
Defence Avionics Research
Establishment
(DARE),
Bangalore;
• Smt Padmavathi, Sc ‘F’,
Aeronautical
Development
Agency (ADA), Bangalore;
• Shri P Sivakumar, Sc ‘G’ and
Director, Combat Vehicles
Research and Development
Establishment (CVRDE), Chennai;
• Dr (Mrs) K S Premavalli, Sc ‘F’, Defence Food Research
Laboratory (DFRL), Mysore;
• Shri M S Easwaran, Sc ‘G’, Centre for Airborne Systems (CABS),
Bangalore.
Defence Food Research Laboratory (DFRL), Mysore has been
awarded the Defence Technology Spin-Off Award for the year
2010 for developing physiologically active foods, Aloe vera juice,
Aloe vera based fruit spread, seabuckthorn based herbal tea and
baked foods, Rhodiola based coffee for combating diabetes,
hypercholesterolemia, colon cancer and other stress related
disorders & diseases.
The BEST POPULAR SCIENCE COMMUNICATION AWARD for the
year 2010 is conferred on Shri R Raveendran, CVRDE, Avadi & his
team members.
M/s Tratec Engineers Pvt Ltd, Gurgaon and M/s VEM
Technologies, Hyderabad have been awarded Defence
Technology Absorption Awards for the year 2010 for excellent
support associated with design and development of critical
DRDO technologies.

Council of Scientific and Industrial Research

National Aerospace Laboratories

HANSA

Fluid scienc es and
acoust ics

SARAS

Propulsion
Societal
missions

Technology is
our core vehicle
Aerospace
electronics

The Union Minister for Civil Aviation and Overseas Indian Affairs Shri Vayalar Ravi
lighting the lamp to inaugurate the Centenary Celebrations of Civil Aviation in India at
New Delhi on 18 th February.
(domestic) reported a market share of
15.8%.
The Ministry of Civil Aviation has decided
to organise centenary celebrations all over
India throughout 2011-12. The national
level celebration was kick-started in New
Delhi on 18th February.
As part of the centenary celebrations,

Civil Aviation Minister Mr.Vayalar Ravi
will inaugurate the celebration. Kerala
Chief Minister Mr Ommen Chandy,
Kerala Minister for Ports & Airport Mr K
Babu, Civil Aviation Secretary Dr.Nazim
Zaidi, Director General – Civil Aviation
Mr.E.K.Bharat Bhooshan are expected to
attend the celebration.

Structural
technologies

Flight mechanics
and control

NM5

High-performance
Materials science computing
and technology

The Director
CSIR-National Aerospace Laboratories, PB 1779, Old Airport Road
Kodihalli, Bangalore - 560017, India, Tel: 91-080-25086000/6001
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Cosmos makes
strides in India
I

f innovation and belief in one’s own
design and technical capabilities
are the yardsticks to measure the
strength and future growth prospects of
a company, then Cosmos stands head and
shoulders above most of its peers in the
country.
The company has now developed
for the first time in India a Creep Feed
Grinding machine with micro-granite bed,
which
was
showcased
at the recent
IMTEX
exhibition in
Bangalore.
Creep-feed
grinding,
which is a
profile grinding
method
Sree Nanda, Director
involving deep
depth of cut,
represents the most revolutionary invention
in the grinding sector. This method
enhances the efficiency of the machine
manifold, compared with conventional
grinding, as it has a larger wheel contact arc
and an appropriate machine concept.
Creep-feed grinding has come a long
way from the earlier ‘simple’ creep-feed
technique, where creep-feed in the
X direction (longitudinal table creepfeed) had become a standard. Today,
depending on the machine design, creepfeed grinding is accomplished within any
axis of movement or combination thereof,
like Rotary creep-feed, Plunge creep-feed,
Cross creepfeed, etc.
Cosmos has developed these models
with ultra rigid polymer concrete or
meehanite grade cast iron machine beds,
with options for traditional CNC or touch
screen controls. It also offers fully enclosed
guarding. The absence of a reciprocating
table and a wheel head column gives to
structural rigidity and machine dynamics.
These machines are primarily employed
for grinding fir tree root profiles of turbine
blades to a very high level of accuracy.
Blades thus grounded can be used in an
aircraft jet engines, electricity generating
turbines, or gas pumping stations. These

machines can also be used for oscillating
surface grinding where surface finish is
critical parameter.
Micro-granite
(Concrete
Polymer)
Cosmos use micro-granite in its grinding
machines.
This new material has been the reason
for the last years’ out-of-proportion
increase in the efficiency of metal
working machines. Field trials and tests
carried out by
universities and
laboratories
prove
that
micro-granite is
superior to cast
iron machine
beds.
Microgranite’s most
essential
V Nagesh, Director
qualities
are:
exemplary
damping, constant temperature, rapid
availability, smooth finished surfaces,
resistance to oil and coolant emulsion. Its
low specific gravity results in greater wall
thicknesses with the same total weight as
cast iron, and it cures in ten hours.
Also, with Cosmos creep-feed grinding
machine, there is no need for a foundation
and the user can be guaranteed of
enhanced performance.
Established in 1987 with a vision to deliver
excellence in the machine tool industry,
Cosmos Impex (India) Pvt Ltd is today a
renowned group that has interests in the
field of manufacturing and marketing
of Precision components, Machine tool
accessories and CNC machine tools.
Joint Ventures & Long term associations
with International Machine tool companies
are significant milestones in the growth
story of the Group. Says the company, “Our
obsession for innovation and enthusiasm
for profound understanding of Metal
Cutting Machine Tools are significant
elements which encourage us to achieve
our goals and put us above the rest.” “Your
Partner in Progress” is the company’s
maxim and as the company says, it is an
expression of its corporate vision and
culture which guides it in all that it does.”

CASAC holds
review meeting

A

Civil Aviation Safety Advisory
Council (CASAC) was formed
with the mandate to strengthen
aviation safety environment through
synergisation of available expertise
in areas of airlines, airworthiness,
operations, air navigation, aerodromes,
aircraft engineering and human
performance.
Special invitees to the Council include
FAA, ICAO Experts, IATA, Airbus, Boeing,
and Bombardier.
The Council is an ongoing initiative
under the Chairmanship of Secretary
(Civil Aviation) and gets its technical
inputs from working groups covering
Operations (Fixed wing and helicopter
sub-Groups),
Aerodromes,
Air
Navigation Services, Airworthiness,
General Aviation and Helicopters.
With the recent accidents to aircraft
engaged in helicopter and general
aviation operations, the Council met
recently to review the initiatives taken
in improving the regulatory and
procedural requirements since its last
meeting held in January 2011 and take
further steps especially in helicopter
and general aviation area which has
become a matter for concern for the
Government, the regulator and the
service provider.
The focus of the discussion was
on strict regulatory compliance,
enhancement of quality of surveillance,
strengthening of regulatory regime and
establishment of independent accident
investigation process. Increase in
weather related and bird hits incidents
were also taken up along with measures
for mitigating such incidents with focus
on training of human resources.
The safety of helicopter operations
including those involving high
dignitaries with move to put in national
coordination mechanism for search
and rescue operations were taken up
during the course of the discussion. The
institutional changes required in the
sector backed by open and consultative
environment was the emphasis of the
meeting.
The Council, through regular meetings
aims at ushering in a safe and viable
environment for aviation backed with
world-class procedures and protocols.

First Airbus Military A330
MRTT handed over to
Australian Air Force

T

he first Airbus Military A330
MRTT new generation tanker/
transport has formally been
delivered to, and accepted by
the Australian Defence Materiel
Organisation (DMO) at the Royal
Australian Air Force (RAAF) base
Amberley (Queensland, Australia) on
1st June 2011 at a ceremony attended
by DMO, RAAF, Qantas and Airbus
Military representatives.
“This is a very major and long
awaited milestone for the A330 MRTT
programme”, said Airbus Military
CEO Domingo Ureña. “I wish to
congratulate and thank herewith all
the teams – internal and external,
with special mention to our world
class suppliers Cobham, Thales and
Qantas. They all have been working
extremely hard to develop, test and
certify this all new multi role tanker
and transport aircraft which really
is the “21st Century benchmark” in
its category. My very special thanks
also go to our customers and, above
all, the Royal Australian Air Force,
for having placed their faith in our
product. Their contribution was a
key factor for making the A330 MRTT
what it is today. We are now very keen
to see it demonstrate its worth in real
operations”.
The aircraft, which had left Madrid
on 27th May, was ferried to Amberley
where it arrived on Monday 30th May
at 15h00 local time. On its ferry flight,
the A330 MRTT was flown by Airbus

Military and RAAF crews, and transited
via McCarran (Nevada) and Hickam
(Hawaii) in the USA.
The aircraft is the second converted
by Qantas Defence Services in
Brisbane, which was returned to
Europe for painting and finishing. It
will be joined by the second aircraft
for the RAAF in this month , and two
further aircraft later in the year. The
fifth and final aircraft ordered by
the RAAF, which arrived in Brisbane
for conversion with Qantas Defence
Services a few days ago, will be
delivered next year.
The delivery of the aircraft to
the RAAF follows an extensive
development and test programme
for what is the world’s only certified
and flying new generation tanker/
transport aircraft. Civil Supplemental
Type Certificate was obtained in March
2010, and the military certification
followed in October.
In RAAF service, the A330 MRTT will
be equipped with two underwing
refuelling pods, the fly-by-wire Airbus
Military Aerial Refuelling Boom System
(ARBS), and a Universal Aerial Refuelling
Receptacle Slipway Installation (UARRSI)
enabling it to be refuelled from another
tanker. It is powered by two General
Electric CF6-80E engines. It is equipped
with a comprehensive defensive
aids suite (DAS) and fitted with 270
passenger seats.

DIQA signs MoU with
Bharathiar University

T

he Defence Institute of Quality
Assurance (DIQA), Bangalore
has entered into an MoU with
the reputed Bharathiar University (BU),
Coimbatore, covering various academic
and training related aspects such
as exchange of faculty, professional
consultancy, design and execution of
projects and recognition of training
course.
The MoU was signed by Radha,
Additional Director (Training), DIQA
and Dr P Thirumalvalavan, Registrar, BU
in the presence of Dr C Swaminathan,
Vice Chancellor, BU and Major General
A K Mehta, Director DIQA. Lieutenant
General V K Mehta, Director General,
Directorate General of Quality Assurance
was also present on this occasion.
By virtue of its experienced core
faculty strength, BU is already into
similar collaboration with Defence R & D
Organisation (DRDO) on wide ranging
projects.
Affiliation of DIQA, Bangalore with BU,
Coimbatore is a feather in the cap for
both centres of academic excellence
and highlights the advantages of lateral
collaborations.
The basic character of DGQA
organisation is to render all quality
assurance related technical services to
the Armed Forces and Department of
Defence Production, Ministry of Defence.
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India aerospace industry
roundtable held

D

uring September and December
of 2010, Performance Review
Institute (PRI) partnered with
Industry to hold a series of meetings in
Bangalore, India.
These meetings were focused on the
needs of local suppliers and the challenges
they face. Discussion topics addressed
key personnel competencies through the
organisation of professional development
initiatives in India for the benefit of
aerospace primes and suppliers alike.
During these meetings, the participants
realised that many Nadcap members were
engaged in various ongoing supplier
development efforts within India.
A meeting was held during May 2011
to bring together industry leaders and
the relevant government agencies. The
goal was to understand the supplier
development needs in India and to
determine what value-added role that PRI
could play, while promoting industry-wide
collaboration and satisfying customer,
government and industry requirements.
Representatives took part in a
roundtable meeting in Bangalore on 12
May 2011 where participants attempted
to understand the needs of the Indian
aerospace industry and to determine what
role PRI can play in realizing these goals.
Approximately 45 delegates attended
the meeting, including representatives
from
Goodrich
Corp.,
Hamilton
Sundstrand, Honeywell, Pratt & Whitney,
Rolls-Royce plc, SAFRAN, Turbomeca, UTC,
Volvo Aero, Bharat Forge, LTE, Hyderabad
Electroplating
Works,
Hindustan
Aeronautics Limited and Moog.
Following a welcoming address by
Joe Pinto, PRI Vice President and Chief

Bavarian Ministry of Economic Affairs,
Infrastructure, Transport and Technology

Operating Officer, and Air Commodore
Varkey (ret.), Secretary General of SIATI,
agenda topics included:
• An overview of PRI and Nadcap
• Maturity Development of Special
Processes to meet Nadcap & Customer
Requirements
• Personnel Competency Gaps in
Aerospace Manufacturing
• Consortia Approaches & Funding
Models for Personnel Development
Joe Pinto explained
“For a multitude of reasons, the Indian
aerospace industry is poised for significant
growth. Quality, however, remains
of paramount importance. This is a
pivotal moment: suppliers in India must
demonstrate compliance to customer
requirements and be prepared to implement
improvements
regarding
personnel
competency and process control to satisfy
global expectations. PRI actively supports
working with all segments of the industry to
identify opportunities for improvement and
facilitating approaches to resolving them.”
PRI’s
Professional
Development
department has been supporting the
Nadcap program and Indian aerospace
manufacturers with its eQuaLearn and
eQuaLified programs. PRI also offers
quality systems registration via its
Registrar department, including AS9100.
Delegates at the roundtable agreed
that for any joint effort to be successful, a
critical mass of primes and suppliers must
make an initial commitment. Following
the event, representatives from those
companies in attendance continued
discussing initial commitments to partner
for these activities.

Indian Civil aviation
sector booming

T

he meeting of State Aviation
Secretaries was held recently,
under the Chairmanship of the
Secretary, Dr. Nasim Zaidi.
Addressing the meeting, Dr. Zaidi
said that the Indian aviation sector is
major economic driver for prosperity,
development and employment and its
airports today have become the symbol
of India’s growth story. This sector with
the growth of 18% in domestic market
is poised to emerge as the 3rd largest
aviation market in the world by the end
of this decade. This sector is likely to
generate approximately 2.6 million jobs
in the next one decade.
He further said that huge potential in this
sector is yet to be tapped and this is possible
only with the cooperation and coordination
among the partners; Centre, States and
private sector. Dr. Zaidi said that issues of
safety, security, infrastructure development
and connectivity are most important in the
aviation sector. He said that there should
be zero tolerance policy as far as safety is
concerned.
He advised the State representatives
to improve their Civil Aviation system
including State Government related
aircraft operations, as per DGCA
regulations immediately so that the
safety could be strengthened further.
He said that security is indivisible
and can not be segregated between
States and Centre. There is a need to
harmonise the processes and procedures
at all the Airports and to ensure that
the State police staff is well trained and
proficient in his work as the CISF. On
connectivity, he said that Government’s
role in connectivity is limited to formulate
socially equitable policies and ensure its
implementation.
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Paris

been put in place to this end,
including:
• using
electronic
communications
media
wherever possible (rather than
print);
• for printed documents, using paper
from eco-managed forests;
• electronic press boxes;
• recycling waste during set-up and
throughout the show;
• recycling the show’s advertising panels;
• suppression of some 40 generators.

Airshow
all set to takeoff

The French Defence Minister, Mr. Gerard Longuet meeting Indian Defence Minister, Shri
A. K. Antony, in New Delhi

After the outstanding 2009
edition when the show
celebrated the centenary
of its creation with some
2,000 exhibitors from 50
countries, 140,000 trade
visitors, more than 200,000
visitors from among the
general public, 3,000
journalists from all over
the world and 142 civil
and military aircraft, the
International Paris Air Show
is now preparing to open
its doors once again from
Monday 20th to Sunday 26
th June, 2011.

I

n an economic climate which,
although still tense today,
is clearly heading towards
significant improvements over the
coming months, the International
Paris Air Show is set to be the show
which confirms economic recovery.
Concretely, more than 90% of
the space available has now been
reserved and all the industry leaders
have registered. Also, the regional
and national pavilions present at
the show are increasing proof of the
show’s dynamism and success.
The International Paris Air Show is
undeniably recognised as the major
event of its kind in the world. It will
showcase technical innovations from
industrial companies and provide
a meeting place for the aerospace
industry’s major players.
An unprecedented number of
new programmes
Since it was created, the International
Paris Air Show has always hosted a
large number of aircraft, among the
most up-to-date and emblematic of

their eras.
In 2009, 142 aircraft were present,
with around forty giving daily
flying displays. This tradition will
continue in 2011, especially given
the unprecedented number of new
programmes currently under way.
The organisers therefore hope that
a large number of new aircraft will be
present at the show. “We will probably
have some surprises, and are doing
our utmost to secure the presence
of some of the best, most innovative
aircraft for the show; it is always
a challenge and is something we
work at longterm with constructors.”
comments Louis LE PORTZ, Chairman
of the Show.
Business meetings targeting SMEs,
The International Paris Air Show
is also, and above all, a fantastic
source of commercial and industrial
opportunities.
Since 2007, the Show has been
organising a programme of scheduled
business meetings during the event
in order to help SMEs exhibiting at
the Show to meet contract principals

even more efficiently.
This programme, which was an
immediate success (bringing together
some 500 professionals at each Show,
with more than 5,000 meetings arranged),
is organised in conjunction with BCI
Aerospace, the sector’s world leader, and
will be held from Tuesday 21 to Thursday
23 June 2011.
Supporting the environment

“Organising the world’s biggest
aerospace industry show with the utmost
respect for the environment is one of our
main objectives for 2011” explains Louis
LE PORTZ.
The
show’s
organisers
have
implemented a “green” approach to
ensure that the upcoming edition is more
environmentally responsible.

“This is only the beginning, and
represents a major first for an event of this
size!” adds Louis LE PORTZ.
About the International Paris Air Show
and the Paris-Le Bourget area
The International Paris Air Show – Paris
Le Bourget, which was created in 1909 at
the Grand Palais in Paris, is not only the
oldest but also the most important show
in the world for this sector.
Numerous aviation and space events
have been held at the Paris Air Show,
which continues to showcase the
latest industrial innovations to a large
professional audience and to the general
public.
An event not to be missed, the
International Paris Air Show is organised
by SIAE, a 100% owned subsidiary of
GIFAS (the French Aerospace Industries
Association), a professional association
which brings together the sector’s
prime contractors and components
manufacturers.

A certain number of strategies have
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Strong German participation at
the Paris Air Show 2011

W

Dietmar Schrick
Managing Director of BDLI

Achieving a total turnover
of 24.7 billion Euros and
employing a direct labor force
of around 95,400 in 2010,
German aerospace industry
does not only represent
a national key industry.
Moreover, combining almost all
strategic key technologies, it is
also a warrantor for Germany’s
international technology
leadership and export success.
Aerospace industry functions as
a significant driver of economic
growth and delivers leadingedge products for commercial,
para-public and governmental
demands worldwide.

ith new markets emerging
and new challenges rising in
defense and security on various
continents, competition within industry is
becoming global. OEMs and aerospace
suppliers need to systematically enlarge
their business networks, to intensify
existing business relations and to optimize
their supply chain.
Dietmar Schrick, Managing Director of
the BDLI states: “With a total of 56 BDLI
member companies exhibiting at the
world’s biggest aerospace exhibition
in Le Bourget, our national aerospace
industry once again takes the chance to
demonstrate its impressive engineering
and innovation capabilities, which laid
the foundation for an excellent reputation
among
customers
and
industrial
partners all over the globe. There
are no better platforms than leading
international aerospace exhibitions to
do so. Among the Big Three worldwide,
Paris Air Show is surely the one with
the biggest international reach, which
makes it essential for German aeronautic
enterprises to be there”.
He adds: “The German aerospace
companies exhibiting at Paris Air Show

have successfully coped with the
challenges of changing international
market environments through excellent
performance and high competitiveness,
coupled with a background of
international industrial cooperation. All
these assets, together with up-to-date
production facilities and a highly qualified
as well as experienced workforce, make
Germany’s aerospace companies an
excellent strategic choice for any business
partner worldwide”.
The German Aerospace Industries
Association
(Bundesverband
der
Deutschen Luft- und Raumfahrtindustrie
e.V. - BDLI) and more than 190 members
represent the interests of an industrial
sector, which owing to international
technology leadership and worldwide
success has become a significant driver
of economic growth in Germany. The
industry’s results gained in research and
development and its broad technological
know-how are also used in many other
industrial sectors. Thanks to its strategic
importance and its large contribution to
added value, the aerospace sector - unlike
almost any other industry - creates and
safeguards highly skilled jobs in Germany.

Rafael to present
range of products at
Paris Airshow

R

afael would present a range of
products which are highly advanced
and technologically superior in the
modern warfare in the Paris Airshow.
It would include IRON DOME- DualMission Counter Rocket, Artillery and
Mortar (C-RM) and Very Short Range Air
Defense (V-SHORAD) System, IMILITE-;
Multi-Source Integrative IMINT Solution
, ‘Litening III’-Airborne Targeting and
Navigation Pod, Air and Missile Defense
Systems,
Barak Naval Air Defense
System, SPICE; Smart, Precise Impact and
Cost-Effective Guidance Kit; The Spike
Family -Multi-Purpose Precision Weapon
Systems; SPYDER – MR; Medium Range Air
Defense System (MRADMS); Python-5 and
Derby Air-to-Air Missiles.
Iron Dome is the only dual mission counter
rocket, artillery and mortar (C-RAM) and

The Iron Dome is an effective and
innovative mobile defense solution for
countering short range rockets and artillery
shell threats with ranges of up to 70 km in all
weather conditions, including low clouds,
rain, dust storms or fog.
Spyder-SR/MR air defense systems are
joint Rafael and IAI programs.
The Spyder systems are designed to
protect against attack aircraft, combat
helicopters, bombers, UAVs and UCAVs and
stand-off weapons.
Barak Naval Air Defense System -BARAK I is
a naval point-defense missile system.
Due to the increased complexity of current
and expected campaigns the need for a full
NCW capability in the modern combat force
is almost mandatory. Rafael’s Spike Missile
Family consists of precise tactical missiles
for ranges of 2.5–25 km.

SITA is airport IT solutions
provider of the year

Lt. Gen. Kakria takes
over as DG, DGAFMS

Bruno Spagnolini is
AgustaWestland CEO

ITA, the air transport IT specialist,
has been named Airport IT Solutions
Provider of the Year at the 2011 Frost
& Sullivan Asia Pacific Aerospace & Defense
Awards ceremony in Singapore. It is the second
time in three years that SITA has received a
Frost & Sullivan Aerospace & Defense Award,
highlighting the strength of SITA’s position as
the preferred IT solutions provider for airports
in the Asia Pacific region which handle over 1.2
billion passengers and are experiencing 4.9%
annual growth. The focus of the award is the use
of integrated IT solutions, which play a crucial
role in the optimisation of airport processes,
in particular recognising the development of
SITA’s ‘Intelligent Airport’ concept.

t. General H. L. Kakria has taken
over as the Director General,
Armed Forces Medical Services
(DGAFMS).
Before taking charge as the
DGAFMS, Lt. General Kakria was
working as the Director General,
Medical Services (Army).
An alumnus of GSVM Medical
College, Kanpur, Lt Gen Kakria joined
the Army Medical Corps on February
14, 1972. A Post-Graduate in General
Surgery and Orthopaedics from the
Pune University, the General officer
has been a renowned surgeon,
teacher and an academician.

gustaWestland
Director Board
has appointed
Bruno Spagnolini as the
new Chief Executive
Officer of the Company
.Earlier he was Chief
Operating Officer of
AgustaWestland and
CEO of Agusta S.p.A.
The Board of Directors has also
appointed Giorgio Brazzelli as the new
AgustaWestland
Chairman,
formerly
Chairman of Alenia Aermacchi and Alenia
Aeronautica .Amedeo Caporaletti stays as
Member of the Board of Directors.

S

The Defence Minister of Germany, Mr. Thomas De Maizere meeting Indian Defence
Minister, Shri A. K. Antony.

Very Short Range Air Defense (VSHORAD)
system
Rafael Advanced Defense Systems Ltd.
has developed a cost-effective multisource, multi-task imagery intelligence
system - ImiLite, which receives, exploits
and processes multiple imagery sensors
and data in a unified way, and disseminates
relevant reports, products and materials
over the network to authorised end users
and clients.
‘Litening’ is a combat-proven multispectral airborne targeting and navigation
pod. It is designed for navigation and target
illumination to improve day and night attack
capabilities.
Rafael’s Air Defense system of systems
(RAD-SOS) provides a complete solution
ensuring tactical overmatch against a broad
spectrum of air and missile threats.

L

A
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DMG Mori Seiki
Technology Centre
inaugurated in
Bangalore

D

MG Mori Seiki India Pvt. Ltd
opened its largest technology
centre in Asia in Bangalore. The
8000 Sq.mts . technology centre was
built at a cost of 8 million Euros.The new
technology centre has a show room where
20 different CNC machines were displayed.
DMG Mori Seiki is targeting a turnover
of 60 million Euro from India in 2011 with
sales of 424 machines - 100 machines
from Mori Seiki and 324 from DMG.
DMG recorded a turnover of 30 million
Euro from India in 2009 by selling 190
machines. In 2010 the company achieved
a turn over of 45 million Euro, with sales
of 287 machines of which 67 were from
Mori Seiki.According to Dr. Masahiko
Mori, President, Mori Seiki "Our target is
to achieve a turnover of 100 million Euro
in India by the year 2013. On achieving
100 million Euro turnover in India we will
set up our production facility in India.
The preferred location for the proposed
production facility is Bangalore" .

GAD Aerospace to build
assembly plant in India

G

AD Aerospace started its activities
in India recently. A sister company
of Serta Aerospace & Defense, a
French based company, it is currently in
the first phase of development which is
outsourcing of mechanical parts. It offers
support to foreign companies, which
want to manufacture in India.
The company’s second step is to build
an assembly unit. Serta has experience
and expertise in different projects and we
work under two activities: Tooling (Jigs
and Fixtures) and aero structures.
GAD Aerospace is vertically integrated
company and can provide solutions from
engineering to manufacturing and assembly.
The company’s engineering expertise
covers assembly structural tools and aero
structures. The company’s fabrication and
quality know-how covers: machining, sheet

metal forming, tubes forming, composites
and painting expertise.
“We want to double our turnover
every year in the next three years”, GAD
Aerospace’s Managing Director, Adrien
Hombeck, said. “With our presence in
India, we want to get new market for our
existing customers and obviously develop
new ones in India and abroad”.
Hombeck said the Indian market is
expanding (not only in aerospace but
also in other sectors) and there are lots
of opportunities. Due to this potential,
the aerospace sector is getting organised
very fast. Everyone is going into subassemblies. “I think there are opportunities
for total sub-contractors. Companies
that can offer an entire service work from
engineering to manufacturing”, he said.
On the challenges and problems

being faced in the industry the company
operates in, he said the biggest challenge
today is the intercultural understanding.
“Understanding a partner in your own
country is already a big task. When
intercultural issues are occurring, it
makes the task more challenging, more
interesting and that challenge can make
up a difference”.
“I think for that reason, the current FDI
limits the defense industry to expand
and lead higher levels of technological
expertise”, Hombeck added.
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CHIVARO sets up
office in Germany
C

HIVARO, a focused engineering and
product development organisation
and a global provider of technology
consulting solutions for engineering product
design, embedded system development
& enterprise (PLM / ERP) application and
implementation solutions, has announced
that it has launched its European operations
from Germany.
As demands in Europe for engineering
services requirements in aerospace, defence,
energy & and transportation industries
increase many folds, Chivaro’s German
office with its Global delivery model is well
positioned to provide services to European
clients like Airbus, EADS, Finmeccanica,
Eurocopter, Cassidian, Astrium, Mercedes
Benz and many Tier 1 suppliers of the OEMs
and systems suppliers & manufactures.
There will be operational offices at
different parts of Germany like Munich,
Augsburg, Hamburg, Bremen & Stuttgart to
be close to the customers.
“As bilateral business relationship between
India and Germany is at its best level, this
initiative will enable CHIVARO to provide

high technology services closer to European
customers more specifically in aerospace,
defence, energy and transportation
sectors”, says Dataram Mishra, Chairman
and Managing Director of Chivaro Group.
“Our European office will develop strategic
relationship with many European companies
working in various aerospace, defence &
automotive programs and will also have
local operations in other parts of Europe
like Germany, France, Italy, Spain, Belgium,
the Netherlands, Austria, Sweden and the
UK for efficient customer relationship and
program management and best value to
the customers”. With AS-9100 Rev B and the
company’s close involvement in Aerospace
and defence organisations and programs
in India and its strategic relationship
with Ministry of Defense and aerospace
organisations, CHIVARO is poised to provide
all OFFSET requirements that are required
for European OEMs.
The company’s European operations
encapsulated with CEMM (Chivaro
Engineering Maturity Model) will provide
a best in class Global Delivery, focused on

Dataram
Mishra
optimising capability, capacity and cost.
The Engineering Capability Maturity
Model (ECMM) for aerospace and defense
product design and development, is a
combination of process and quality, best
practices and regulatory standards apart
from matured engineering development
process. The company strongly believes
that this model will set new standards for
the aerospace & defence product design
engineering services industry in future.
“Our customers have found us unique
because we not only deliver hightechnology solutions by our technical
capabilities, but also deliver them effectively
through our best practices in quality, project
management and security”, Mishra said.

Indian Aviation 3rd
edition from March 14th

T

he Federation of Indian Chambers of
Commerce & Industry (FICCI) with the
support of Ministry of Civil Aviation,
Government
of India will
organise the 3rd
Edition of “India
Aviation” from
March 14-18, 2012 at Hyderabad Old Airport
at Sardar Patel Road.
It will be the largest International
Exhibition and Conference on Civil Aviation
Industry in India with the participation from
the Sectors like Aircraft, Aircraft Machinery
& Equipment Companies, Aircraft Interiors,
Airlines, Airline Services & Air Cargo, Skill
Development and Airport Infrastructure.
The UK will be the Partner Country for the
Event and USA as the Guest country under
the aegis of US Commercial Services &
R.R.Jayaram, Staff Photographer of Janmabhoomi newspaper, Kochi recieving the Southern AMCHAM. France is likely to come as the
Naval Command’s Best Military phographer award 2010 from Vice Admiral K.N.Susheel.
Focus Country for the Event.
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Offset policy needs reforms for enhanced
participation of MSMEs: Dr. Nair

M

SMEs of India have contributed
significantly for industrial
production,
employment
creation, national growth and prosperity.
With reference to the aerospace and
defence sectors it was mostly MSMEs in
the private/public sector who contributed
significantly for indigenous development
and manufacture of materials structures
equipment and systems, according to
Hony. President, SIATI, Dr. C G Krishnadas
Nair.
The large variety, small numbers,
stringent
certification
requirements
long periods of testing, qualification and
relatively small revenue did not attract
the large industries. However it was the
MSMEs who with the support of SIATI,
HAL, IAF, ISRO, DGCA, DGAQA, CEMILAC
and NAL and such other organisations
took up the challenge and contributed,
he said in his speech on the occasion of
B2B meetings and international seminar
on ‘Role of SMEs in Defence & Aerospace
Sector’ held in Bangalore recently.
It was MSMEs working in collaboration
with HAL, ISRO and other organisations
who saved the LCA, ALH, PSLV, GSLV
,Satellites, Missiles and other projects
during the post “Pokhran embargo”
period.
MSMEs over the years have built
excellent R&D capability and working
in collaboration with HAL, ISRO, DRDO,
NAL etc have become technologically
strong and are in a position to contribute
in greater measure for enhancing self
reliance in Defence and Aerospace.
With the continuing growth in Civil and
Military Aviation and the introduction
of Offset policy many large industries
have shown interest and are entering
the Aerospace and Defence market. The
offset policy introduced to enhance
the technological and industrial base in
the country and promoting export of
aeronautical and defence equipment,
unfortunately is not conducive for further
growth and contribution by MSMEs.
“Conditions requiring a minimum
turnover of several 100 crores and the
new rule to take a license for defence
manufacture from the government and
the need for large scale operations with
large infrastructures and large manpower

Dr. Kota Harinarayana inaugurating the international seminar on “Role of SMEs in
Defence & Aerospace sector” organised by SIATI . Dr C G Krishnadas Nair, Hony President,
Air Commodore [Retd] J Varkey, Hony Secretary General, Wg Cmdr. L.N Rao also seen.
need for several processes to be approved
by vendor certified quality assurance
agencies etc are major deterrents for
continued contribution of MSMEs”, the
former HAL Chairman said.
“Added to this, some of the MSMEs are

approved list of large scale private/ public
sector companies may not be acceptable to
the foreign vendors with respect to quality
delivery price etc and thus the vendors
have constraints in discharging the offset
obligations.

Adopt consortium approach: Kota to SMEs

A

cclaimed aerospace scientist Kota Harinarayana has suggested to small and
medium enterprises in the aerospace sector to adopt consortium approach
in bidding for major contracts.
“The consortium should protect everybody’s common interest and each member
companies can benefit out of this by sharing the work”, the former Programme
Director of LCA project said in his address to a recent international seminar on “Role
of SMEs in Defence & Aerospace sector” held in Bangalore.
He encouraged SMEs to invest more in R & D and setting up laboratory facilities.
NADCAP approval is a must for better quality product. So if more companies join
together the cost for NADCAP certification will come down, Harinarayana observed.
He stressed the need for OEMs to support small scale Indian aerospace companies,
who also needed government support in terms of concessions.
being bought over by foreign companies
to have more control. The present policy
makes it imperative for foreign vendor
to deal with large Defense PSU’s or large
Private/ Public sector industries to fulfill
Offset obligations”, Dr. Nair said.
Today the foreign vendor, even if fully
convinced of the capability quality, delivery
and cost of service of MSME cannot buy from
that company unless it is in the approved
list of licensed manufacturers published by
the ministry. At the same time the licensed/

Hence reforms are required for removing
the restrictions and allow the free market
forces to play and allow the foreign
vendor to choose the right offset partner
(Indian companies) and discharge the
offset obligations. The MSMEs who have
over the years built up expertise including
R&D capabilities need to be nurtured to
play their role. This will be in the interest
of the Nation and also for foreign vendors
in speedy compliance of offset obligations
and meet the objectives.
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the 13 to around 18 from the new airport.
International traffic too is expected to go
up from 2.24 million to over 2.5 million
next year (2011-2012).
According to Airports Authority of India
(AAI), Bangalore reported highest growth
in international passenger traffic; about
14% as against the national average of
11% from 2009 -2010 to 2010 -2011.

BIA sees tremendous
growth potential for
regional connectivity
Bengaluru International Airport, the fastest growing
airport in the country, has commenced expansion
which will more than double the current capacity of
the terminal, says Sanjay Reddy, Managing Director,
Bangalore International Airport Limited, in an
exclusive interview with Aeromag Asia.
Could you throw light on expansion
plans of BIAL’s passenger terminal
building, and its salient features?
Between now and 2015, the air traffic
at Bengaluru International Airport is
estimated to increase from the current
11.8 million passengers annually to
approximately 17 million passengers.
In keeping with this rapidly growing
passenger traffic to and from Bangalore,
the Terminal 1 (T1) expansion of the
Bengaluru International Airport will
have enhanced capacity and operational
performance.
When completed, the terminal will
double the existing terminal area
of 73,347 sq meters. This will take
the terminal capacity to 17 million
passengers per annum, with flexibility
to expand to 20 million passengers per
annum, a requirement that will meet the
traffic demand for the next few years.
Simultaneously, a comprehensive review
of the master plan is underway.
BIAL felt that the existing building
should be extended in such a way as to
give the entire complex a new lease on
life, effectively producing a new design;
stronger architecture, better able to offer
the stature to compliment the scale of the

site. Designed by architectural firm HOK,
along with several leading international
architects, planners, urban designers,
landscape architects & engineering
consultants the expanded T1 sports an
enhanced and modern design elevation.
The enhanced T1 will be spread over an
area of approximately 150,556 sq mtrs. The
architectural concept is based on the idea
of a dramatic swooping and curving roof,
under which the building resides. The roof
is the unifying element for both the new
as well as the existing facilities, bringing
both together as one composition. It
also forms a dramatic canopy to the main
entrance, offering passengers and public
a giant covered area, protected from the
weather elements. The undulating wave
form provides the terminal with greater
physical presence. The roof is supported
on a structure consisting of a base, out of
which grow elegant steel fingers that pass
through a suspended grid diffuser and
meet the structure above.
The diffuser is a layer running below
the entire roof, both inside and out and is
another way of bringing together the new
and existing. It will allow the existing roof
light idea to continue into the extensions,
giving the appearance of strips of light
that run across the entire building.

The extension pieces, located to the
east and the west of the existing building
is a simple curtain walling system,
maximising the views from the building
for the passengers. It will not require a
shading system as the over sailing roof
will be designed to offer sufficient solar
protection.
How has been the journey for BIA in
the past three years, and how do you
look forward to the next three years
and beyond?
The journey for the airport over the past
three years has been challenging and a
huge learning experience, on the wealth
of which the airport constantly upgrades
itself and I am happy with the operational
performance which is carefully monitored
and continually enhanced.
Being so young, the airport has already
received many accolades.
Over the next three years, we are geared
up to take on the exciting expansion phase
on the now brownfield airport .The main
focus is on expanding the airport, both

on the airside as well as on the landside
with minimal hindrance to passenger
flow, all the while ensuring operational
excellence.
How has been the growth and what
are the projections?
As Bangalore becomes one of the
fastest growing cities in the world, it
attracts huge amounts of investment
in the fields of Information Technology,
machinery, BPO, biotech, medical tourism
and educational institutions. The growth
of the Information Technology sector
has been the major influencing factor in
growing international traffic from the city.
Bangalore has the third highest domestic
traffic in the country after Mumbai
and Delhi, which makes Bengaluru
International Airport the busiest in the
South of India. No national airline network
can be complete without including
Bangalore. Aside from this, the city is
the country’s IT and BT hub, has a high
per capita income, higher percentage of
high yield business class traffic than any
other Indian Airport, and is increasingly
a MICE (Meetings Incentives Conventions
and Exhibitions) destination due to its
excellent weather all year round.
The annual traffic growth at the airport
is 14.2% for the last one year. Annual air
traffic movements are growing by 6.85%,
touching 113,399 movements for the last
twelve months.
Adding to the increasing passenger
traffic, what has been particularly
encouraging for us has been the fact
that these couple of years has seen the
introduction of 10 new international
airlines.
With these new entrants, the number
of international carriers operating out of
the city has gone up from the existing

Could you give an overview of airlines
operating to BIA and the destinations
being covered?
Currently, 31 airlines fly to BIAL and
connect to over 50 destinations across
the country and the world. Newer
routes are in the pipeline with more
international airlines approaching the
Bengaluru International Airport to start
the operations.
IndiGo, Jet Airways, Go Air, Kingfisher
Airlines, JetLite, SpiceJet, Air India, Deccan
Cargo & Express Logistics Pvt Ltd, Air
France, Air Asia Berhad, British Airways,
Blue Dart, Air China, Alliance Air, Emirates,
Etihad Airways, FedEx, Air Arabia, Dragon
Air, Lufthansa, Malaysia Airlines, SilkAir,
Air Mauritius, Bangkok Airways, Qatar
Airways, Singapore Airlines, Saudi Arabian
Airlines, Thai Airways, Srilankan Airlines
and Oman Air are the airlines that operate
to and from Bangalore.
Apart from major Indian airports that the
domestic airlines fly to, the international
airlines connect Bangalore to the
international destinations of Singapore,
Sharjah, Copenhagen, Amsterdam, Riyadh,
Dammam, Bangkok, Colombo, Jeddah,
Muscat, Dubai, Malay, Kuala lumpur,
London, Paris, Chengdu, Shanghai, Abhu
Dabhi, Frankfurt, Mauritius and Doha.
How is the Bangalore airport
comparable with the best of airports
across the world, especially in terms of
facilities?
At Bangalore International Airport
Limited, the focus is to establish this
airport as India’s leading airport in
terms of quality and efficiency and set
a benchmark for the future commercial
development of Indian airports.
Our prime focus has always been to
enhance passenger experience at the
airport in every possible way.
Spearheading a new approach to the
airport operations, BIAL pioneered the
concept of the Airport Operations Control
Center (AOCC) in India. Operational
Airport Management, a concept that is
new to Indian airports, ensures smooth
and efficient airport operations.

The AOCC is crucial in operational
recovery in times of disruption & delays.
Departure punctuality touches 85%
through most months, within 15mins
of scheduled time. Baggage delivery
remained constant over several months,
with the first baggage being dropped on
the belt within seven minutes of the flight
touching down at the airport, for domestic
arrivals. By international standards, this is
a good record.
What are the steps/measures being
taken to make BIA the best airport in
the country?
As part of the expansion plan, the
terminal building design takes into
account existing core strengths i.e. short
walkways, ease and convenience of
usage, linear flow and flexible design.
While these are retained, the airport will
add an enhanced experience through
new facilities and amenities based on the
feedback from thousands of passengers
and residents of Bangalore received
through the ‘Smile Bengaluru’ campaign.
The focus remains on continuously
enhancing operational experience to
deliver a world class airport for the
airlines. Over and above the expansion
which will not only significantly enhance
the capacity of the terminal, but also have
a substantial design elevation, the airport
will continue to be equipped with cutting
edge IT infrastructure, security systems,
airport infrastructure and environmentally
friendly infrastructure, systems and
processes.
What are the other growth plans and
initiatives in the pipeline?
The Bengaluru International Airport’s
vision of becoming the gateway to the
South of India will enable the economic
prosperity of this region by facilitating
it’s connectivity to the world. While we
have been working towards this goal
since the Airport Opening Day, the focus
of the airport is constantly on operational
excellence.
Apart from the trunk routes connecting
the metro cities, there is a tremendous
growth potential for regional connectivity.
Bangalore has the best network,
connecting airports in South India and this
only keeps growing with addition of new
regional airports by the domestic airlines.
Connectivity to Central and North East
India is certainly an area of growth. Also,
with domestic airlines getting permissions
to fly internationally, SAARC countries are
potential regions for growth.
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IIAEM focuses on building Aerospace skills

I

nternational Institute for Aerospace
Management
Engineering and Management
Ph.D in Aerospace Engineering,
(IIAEM) an initiative by Aerospace
Master program for working
Industries and associated organizations,
executive – M.S (Engg) in Aerospace
has received overwhelming support
Structures
/
Aerodynamics
from academic institutions and
/
Propulsion
/
Avionics
/
Industrial organizations. This innovative
Manufacturing & Maintenance
institute has been launched by the
Management
combined efforts of Society of Indian
The governing council of IIAEM
Aerospace Technologies and Industries
consists of nominees from HAL, ISRO,
(SIATI), Jain Group of Institutions Dr. C.G. Krishnadas Nair Dr. R. Chenraj Jain
NAL, BIAL, Air India, Airports Authority
(JGI) and support from India’s major Chancellor,
of India, Jain University and other
President,
aerospace organizations including Jain University
Aerospace companies.
Jain University
Hindustan
Aeronautics
Limited,
Admission Notice for the academic
Airports Authority of India, Indian
year 2011-12
Space Research Organisation, National
Aerospace Laboratories, Jet Airways,
HOW TO APPLY:
Cochin International Airport Limited,
I. Download Application form from
Bangalore International Airport Limited,
www.jainuniversity.ac.in   
Air India, Tata Advanced Materials,
II. Send the completed form
Indian Institute of Science, Karnataka
to The Registrar, Jain University,
Hybrid Micro Devices Limited, SIKA
No. 91/2, Dr. A.N. Krishna Rao
Interplants Private Limited, EMSAC
Road, V.V. Puram, Bangalore 04,
Engineering Private Limited, Taneja
by enclosing the DD in favour of
Aerospace & Aviation Limited, Master
‘JAIN UNIVERSITY’ payable at
Dr. N.G.R Iyengar
Dr. N. Sundararajan
Aerospace
Consultants,
Delcam
Pro VC, Jain University Bangalore, the DD amount is as
Vice Chancellor
Software India Private Limited, Carl
follows:
& Director, IIAEM
Jain University
Zeiss India (Bangalore) Private Limited,
a.    Ph.D. Rs. 1000/
Maini Global Aerospace Private Limited, are being upgraded. The population of
b.    M.Tech / PG Diploma Rs. 500/
Mahindra Satyam, Pet Aviation Systems registered commercial aircrafts in India
For MBA Aviation Business Management
Private Limited, Amphenol Interconnect is expected to triple by year 2020 as the contact: Mob: 98457 26725 / 98860 85608
India Private Limited, ASSYSTEM India passenger traffic will rise up from below
Email:
dreaswaran@gmail.com,
Private Limited, System Controls, BAeHAL 100 million per year to more than 400 easwaran.iyer@jainuniversity.ac.in,
Software Limited and number of small and million per year. Keeping this in mind, a vishalaror@gmail.com
medium scale aerospace industries . IIAEM is number of innovative programmes are
established under Jain University (declared offered by IIAEM which are not being
Address
as Deemed-to-be University established u/s offered by other institutions.
Jain University Global Campus, IIAEM,
3 of the UGC Act 1956).
Courses:
45th Km, NH 209, Jakkasandra Post,
IIAEM besides involving itself in cutting
B.E in Aerospace Engineering ,M.Tech Kanakapura Taluk, Bangalore Rural District
edge research will generate a pool of in Aerospace Engineering (Avionics / – 562112, Ph: +91 80 27577231 / 232 (or)
technical manpower skilled in Aircraft Aerospace Structures / Aerodynamics / Jain University, Aerospace Department,
Design, Avionics, Aircraft Manufacturing Manufacturing & Management),
No. 34, Off JC Road, Bangalore – 560027,
& Maintenance Engineering, Airport
M.Tech in Airport Infrastructure Ph: +91 080 22484944, TeleFax: +91 080
Infrastructure & Aviation Business Design, Construction & Management
43430146, Email: iiaem@jainuniversity.
Management. The curriculum developed
MBA
in
Aviation
Business ac.in
has been vetted by experts from industry Management
For further details please visit: www.
and academia. Within the next 2-3 years,
PG Diploma in Air Traffic Control & jainuniversity.ac.in/iiaem
the IIAEM hopes to develop into a worldclass institution of aerospace research IMPORTANT DATES
and education.The faculty consists of
Ph.D.
M.Tech.
Post Graduate Diploma
experienced former professors from
Last date to apply July 11, 2011
July 11, 2011
July 17, 2011
IIT, IISc and former senior officials of
July 17, 2011
airport, airlines, national laboratories and Counseling
(For those with GATE Score)
aerospace industries.
Entrance Test
July 24, 2011
July 31, 2011
Aviation Business is growing in India
July 30, 2011
at the rate of 12 to 15 percent per year. Interview
July 25, 2011 for candidates selected on
Many private airports are established and
Last date for
August 8, 2011 the basis of GATE score
more are planned with public – private
August 11, 2011
August 11, 2011 for candidates selected
Admission
co-operation. 35 non metro airports
based on JU entrance test & PGCET

S

Indian business delegation
to Paris Airshow 2011

ociety
of
Indian
Aerospace
Technologies and Industries (SIATI) is
leading a business delegation to the
Paris Air Show. The team will be led by Dr C.
G. Krishnadas Nair, former Chairman of HAL
and President of SIATI and Air Commodore
[Retd] J Varkey, Hony. Secretary General.
Mr George Cheriyan, CEO of MACHINIST.IN
is the convenor of the delegation.
Email : pas2011@machinist.in
The members of the delegation are :
Society of Indian Aerospace Technologies
and Industries [SIATI], Bangalore
Dr C G Krishnadas Nair, Hony President
Air Commodore [Retd] J Varkey, Hony
Secretary General
Mr George K Cheriyan, Coordinator, Indian
Business Delegation
Mr. Sunny Jerome , Managing Editor,
Aeromag Asia
Maini Global Aerospace, Bangalore
Mr Naresh Palta, CEO,
System Controls, Bangalore
Mr Francizs Xavier Adaickalaswamy, CEO
Mr Ashokraj Parthiban, General Manager
Ms Daisy Caroline Francis, Eingineer
Kemrock, Gujarat
Mr Kalpesh Patel, CMD
Punj Lloyd, New Delhi
Gp Capt [Retd] Sanjeev Bedi, General
Manager
Avdel Aerospace, Mumbai/Bangalore
Mr Sameer Bulchandani, Director
Mr H. N. Murthy, General Manager
Mr Manoj Lakeshri, Manager
Accord Software and Systems Pvt Ltd.,
Bangalore
Mr Raghavendra Kulkarni, Manager –
Business Development
Genser Aerospace & Information
Technlogies Pvt Ltd., Bangalore
Mr Arunakar Mishra, CEO
Mr Sujit Pant, Director
Kaynes Technologies India Pvt Ltd., Mysore

Mr Sharath Kumar Bhat, Senior Vice
President
Mr Ravi Panakkal Iype, Vice President
Matcon Aerospace Pvt Ltd., Bangalore
Dr Gopalakrishnan, MD
Jyoti-Huron, Gujarat
Mr Mihir Baxi, Director
Aerospace Engineers, Salem
Mr Ramaswamy Naidu Sundaram, CEO
Sika Interplant Systems Ltd., Bangalore
Mr Rajiv Sikka, CEO
BEML Ltd, Bangalore
Mr Umesh Chandra, Director – Defence
Business
Hical Technologies Pvt Ltd, Bangalore
Mr Shashikiran Mullur, MD
Tata
Advanced
Materials
Ltd,
Bangalore
Ms Jayanthi A Bhagat, Head – Aerospace
Chivaro Technologies Pvt Ltd., Bangalore
Mr Dataram Mishra, CMD
Mr Girish Prasad Samal, General Manager
Mr Roop Hingorani, Advisor
Company details

* Kemrock Industries and Exports Ltd.
(Kemrock) is a leading manufacturer and
exporter of FRP/GRP Composite Products
offering standard as well as customized
solutions.
Jyoti Huron is one of the largest
CNC Machine Tool manufacturers with
production facilities in France and India,
offering high precision CNC machining
centres for Aerospace Machining.
Accord offers software and electronic
hardware engineering services and
products in the areas of Avionics, Real-Time
Embedded Systems and Global Navigation
Satellite Systems (GNSS).
Punj Lloyd Group (PLG) is one of the
largest engineering and construction
companies in India offering integrated
design,
engineering,
procurement,
construction and project management
services in the energy and infrastructure

*

*

*

sectors. PLG has extensive plans for
the Defense business and believe in
collaboration on several upcoming
programs in India.
CHIVARO Technologies, CHIVARO
Group company is a Product Design and
Development
Organization,
focusing
on high technology Product Design &
Development for the Global Aerospace,
Defense,
Energy,
Automotive
and
Transportation Industries.
Kaynes Technology India Private Ltd ,
Mysore, India is a leading domestic player
in the Electronics Manufacturing Services
Space with Global foot print. catering to
Aerospace, Railways & Automotive .
Matcon is to undertake Design,
Development, Manufacturing and Product
Improvement of Mechanical Systems
and Electronic Equipments, thermal
management solutions and painting and
coating services.
Hical technologies Private Ltd is a
custom manufacturer of Electromagnetic
components like Transformers, Coils and
Solenoids.Hical offers Advanced Electronics
Manufacturing Services with capabilities for
high level Board Assembly and Box-builds.
Maini Global Aerospace, Bangalore
Bushes, Engine components, machine
castings and forgings, hydraulic components
, special pins and machining
System
Controls,
Bangalore
-Professionally managed and leading total
system solution provider.
Tata Advanced Materials Ltd, Bangalore
Design, analysis, manufacturing and
supplying of parts, components and sub
assemblies made out of advanced composite
materials for aerospace industries.
Aerospace
Engineers,
Salem
Manufacturers of aeronautical rubber
components and precision metallic parts.
Sika Interplant Systems Ltd., Bangalore Design, drawing, manufacturing, assembly,
testing and certification of Aerospace
and specialized handling equipments,
electromechanical systems, servo system,
etc.
Genser Aerospace & Information
Technlogies Pvt Ltd., Bangalore
Sourcing,
trading,
distribution,
documentation
engineering,
value
engineering and engineering services.

*

*

*

*

*
*
*

*
*

*
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Airshow Calendar
I
Paris Air Show 2011
20-26 June 2011
Dubai Air Show 2011
13 - 17 November 2011
DEF Expo - New Delhi
09-12 February 2012

MathWorks strengthens
physical modeling capabilities

Singapore Airshow
14- 19 February 2012

M

athWorks has announced a new version of SimDriveline that helps simplify
the integration of other physical domains into drivetrain models, including
thermal losses in geartrains, electrical solenoids, and hydraulically actuated

Eurosatory 2012
Paris 11-15 June

clutches.
SimDriveline, based on MathWorks Simscape technology, helps engineers model
and simulate mechanical systems in Simulink for a variety of automotive, aerospace,
defence, and industrial applications.
With SimDriveline software, teams can model simple and complex systems in one
environment more easily than with signal-based or input/output-based methods.
Enhancements to SimDriveline include gear loss models that capture meshing and
viscous losses for efficiency studies, and more accurate and efficient simulation for
systems involving multiple, simultaneous clutch events.

ILA Berlin Airshow
- Berlin-Schönefeld, Germany
19 - 24 Sept 2012
Farnborough Airshow 2012
- 09 - 15 July London
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Tejas

As a market leader in the sector of 5-axis manufac-

turing technology, DMG / MORI SEIKI offers a unique product
range of high-tech metal cutting machine tools for workpiece

aerospace
industry
is one of the most advanced industries
manufacturingThe
in the
aerospace
sector.
of all time. High-tech, know-how, and quality hardly have such a
distinctive share in any other business line. Our true partnership,
high competence, and recognized reliability are key factors for
your success.

EUROFIGHTER
WOOS INDIA

February 2011

India’s Pride

As a partner of cabin integration and a first tier supplier for
avionic solutions, we offer a broad variety of systems and
components which benefit the aerospace industry.
OEMs and airlines all around the world value and trust our longstanding experience in equipping platforms from the cockpit to
the cabin.

Every Team has a Goal !

www.diehl-aerospace.com
www.diehl-aircabin.com
www.dasell.com
| High pressure compressor casing |

Indian
Limelight
in Berlin

| Impeller disk |

| Structural fuselage component |

| Landing gear support beam |

www.eurofighter.com
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_ duoBLOCK® the 3rd generation for maximum stability

continuous accuracy
Eurofighter Typhoon: The Best Multi-Role Capabilitiesand
forhigh
India
Diehl Aerospace and Diehl Aircabin are Joint Diehl Thales Companies.

_ Complete machining thanks to 5-axis simultaneous

Eurofighter Typhoon: the world’s most advanced new generation multi-role combat aircraft. Representing the combined strengths of
milling and turning in a single setup
Europe’s leading aerospace and defence companies, the Eurofighter Typhoon provides engineering and industrial benefits for all customer
Patented
B-axis
for simultaneous
nations. Designed with an established technology insertion programme, Eurofighter _Typhoon
is an open
platform
offering industrial5-axis milling
AeroIndia2011.indd
1 development and affordable logistics solutions.
16:40:18
partnership,
shared
_ 5X torqueMASTER®* B-axis with14.01.2011
gearbox
spindle

for up a torque of up to 727 Nm

Ours is..
Self-Reliance in Aviation Lubricants!

_ A-axis* for machining negative angles up to 30°

_ Milling rotary table with DirectDrive technology
max. table
n orotational
t h i n g c speed
o m e s500
c l orpm,
s e workpieces
up to 2,300 kg and ø 1,250 mm
_ Electronic balancing cycle
*optional
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THREE AIRCRAFT, A SINGLE MODEL,
AND 80% COMMON CODE.
THAT’S MODEL-BASED DESIGN.
To develop the unprecedented
three-version F-35, engineers
at Lockheed Martin created a
common system model to
simulate the avionics, propulsion,
and other systems, and
to automatically generate
final flight code.
The result: reusable designs,
rapid implementation, and
global teamwork. To learn more,
visit www.mathworks.in/mbd
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